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Experiences With an Expert System for ODEs
D. Kahaner
NBS
Center for Computational and Applied Mathematics
Technology Building, Room A151 .
Gaithersburg, MD 20899
For the past few years we have been developing and maintaining an interactive
solver for the initial value problems associated with systems of ordinary differential and
difference equations (PLOD). Several hundred users have helped to locate bugs and
describe areas needing improvement. As far as this group is concerned, PLOD satisfies
all the usual requirements for an Expert System - easy to use, eliminates routine deci-
sions by inexperienced users, and incorporates knowledge by experts in the fonn of
program flow and access to a high quality integration engine (DDRlV). Nevertheless,
PLOD was designed ad hoc and does not utilize what software specialists would call
"Expert System Technology".
ThIs paper describes the design goals and general capabilities of the package. In
particular, we focus on those areas where we have had to "reinvent the wheel". includ-
ing input/output, menus, error handling and graphics. We identify certain functions that
seem likely to be commonly needed in future scientific Expert Systems. For example,
typical scientific usage of numerical software often requires that users move through a
menu of items of different types. Common input might be integer, float, double, char-
acter, etc. In each case, it may be desirable to force input to stay within specified
bounds on one or both sides and to use default values if there are input errors. Menus
also need to allow users to select from among a finite set of choices. For input/output
we note that the single most common requirement for scientific software for use by
engineers is the input, editing, scaling, sectioning and transforming of numerical data.
More traditional editing is often needed to describe models, equations, expressions, etc.
The capabilities needed in such an editor are a small subset of those of a typical text
editor, but some additional mechanism for processing lines of text, assessing errors and
returning control to the editor would also be useful. Users often want to enter expres-
sions, for example in a program for nonlinear data fitting the form of the model should
be input at run time. Similarly, in plotting applications a user may not know in
advance what functions are of interest. Consequently, it would also be important to
have available a simple-expression parser and evaluator.
The proliferation of small computers arid workstations with sophisticated ~0ftware
for nonscientific applications has raised the standard by which scientific software is
judged. Users expect a similarly high level of expertise in technical applications.
Many proprietary scientific software products have acceptable interfaces. often imple-
mented of great cost. Of course, these are not available to the academic software
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developer. If functions of the type described in this paper can be created with standard
interfaces, they will not only make writing expert systems easier, but can also assist
users who will see more uniformity in distinct products.
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Towards the Automatic Numerical Solution of
Partial Differential Equations
Peter K. Moore, Can Ozturan and Joseph E. Flaherty
Departtnent of Computer Science
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, N.Y. 12181
There is a greater need than ever to solve complex sets of partial differential equa-
tions. Confronting the scientist are a plethora of different techniques for solving these
problems. Additionally, some information about the solution behavior may be needed
before the method may be used, such as the position of shocks, which may not be
readily available. Often problem domains are irregular making mesh generation a non-
trivial task. Once the problem is solved. methods are needed for displaying the data in
an appropriate manner. This is especially difficult in the case of vector systems of time
dependent problems in two or more space dimensions.
Our research is involved with creating the necessary tools for solving vector sys-
tems of partial differential equations in a user friendly environment. These tools can be
divided up into four areas. First we have developed a high level front end interface
between the user and the numerical software that allows the partial differential equa-
tions including initial and boundary conditions to be entered in symbolic manner. This
interface also calculates other quantities needed by the solver (e.g., the jacobian). Such
calculations are accomplished by using symbolic differentiation. Second. an automatic
mesh generator is available for two and three dimensional domains using quadtree and
octree mesh generators. Adaptive finite element and finite volume methods are used to
to solve the equations. Estimates of the local truncation error are used to determine
areas of the domain on which more work needs to be done and provide a measure of
confidence in the final solution. Finally some initial work on graphical output using has
been completed.
Although work is being done in solving elliptic and hyperbolic systems. we will
concentrate on systems of parabolic partial differential equations in two space dimen-
sions. The equations to be solve have the form '
Ur + r(X,y,I,u,u"Uy) = [D, (x,y,I,u)u.J. + [D2(x,y,I, u)u"J, (x,y) E n, I> 0, (ta)
u(x,y,O) = uo(x,y), (x,y) En u an, (Ib)
u(x,y,I) = g,,(X,y,I), (X,y) EanD, I > 0, (Ie)
D, U.1]1 + D2uy1]2 = &v(X,y,I), (X,y) EanN, I> O. (Id)
The domain n is the rectangle (x,y) Ia < x < b, c < y < d J with anD, anN, and
1] = (1]',1]2) such that an = anD u anN and (1]1,1]2) is the vector normal to anN.
The front end interface allows the user to enter the equations in a symbolic
language and eliminates the frustrating task of computing jacobians. Drivers for several
workstations exist Symbolic differentiation was implemented using a tree data struc-
ture. A version using Maple to differentiate was also coded. In this paper, the version
of the interface for SUN workstations with the self-contained symbolic differentiation
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algorithm. will be discussed. This version allows the user to view the equations in
mathematical form and includes a simple editor to correct mistakes. The end product
of this interface is a set of FORTRAN subroutines needed by the parabolic solver.
These ideas can be easily extended to elliptic and hyperbolic systems.
The quadtree and octree mesh generators are able to automatically generate
meshes for complicated domains. In two dimensions, the quadtree splits the problem
domain into four quadrants. Each of these quadrants is then subdivided into four qua-
drants. This procedure is repeated recursively until a fine enough mesh is generated
near the boundaries of the domain. Then interior triangles or rectangles are added and
the mesh is smoothed to remove poor aspect ratios. Many domains can be entered
using a light pen. For more complicated domains, equations describing the internal
boundaries (e.g. an airfoil) are entered. The light pen can also be used to control the
mesh spacing in different regions of the domain. These generators can also be used for
adaptively refining the mesh.
Several adaptive strategies have been developed to solve partial differential equa-
tions. These can be divided up into three major areas, h-refinement in which the mesh
spacing is decreased by the addition of nodes, p-refinement in which the order of the
discretization is increased. and r-refinement in which a fixed number of nodes are
allowed to move about the domain. All of these strategies depend on obtaining an a
posteriori estimate of the local truncation error. TItis estimate is used to refine regions
of high error and the problem is resolved. Our approach combines p-refinement and h-
refinement in determining the solution and error. Refined grids are created only in the
regions where the local error estimate violates a prescribed tolerance and the problem is
resolved locally on these grids. Thus the process is narurally recursive.
The process begins by solving (1) on a base uniform space-time grid using piece-
wise bilinear finite elements in space and the backward Euler method in time. For each
base time step, an indication of the local discretization error is generated on each finite
element. Elements having ·'high error" are grouped into rectangular regions called
megagrids. Overlapping fine uniform grids are generated within the megagrids and (I)
is solved again on these grids. This process is repeated until the error tolerance is
satisfied.
A finite element problem is formulated and solved on each grid within a megagrid.
This necessitates the prescription of appropriate initial and boundary conditions on each
space-time grid. Since our temporal integration is implicit, prescribing boundary condi-
tions is particularly complex: in regions where meshes overlap. This difficulty is over-
come by using an iterative procedure analogous to Schwarz alternation (cf. Dihn et. al.).
We observe that this procedure converges for a variety of problems, but have no
analysis demonstrating either convergence or stability. Tang and Oliger have provided
convergence analysis and accelerations methods for elliptic problems.
A tree is a natural data structure to manage the information associated with all of
the grids. Nodes of the tree represent data at the megagrid level, with finer megagrids
regarded as offspring of coarser ones. Information associated. with overlapping fine
grids within each megagrid are stored as records at the nodes of the tree. The tree of
megagrids also makes searching for interpolation data for inilial and boundary condi-
tions more efficient. Some ideas from operating systems concerning memory
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management are used to manage the nodal values.
The local discretization error is estimated using a second solution to the (1). This
solution is higher order both in space and time. In space, piecewise biquadratic ele-
ments are used. The trapezoidal rule is used to integrate in time. Nodal super conver-
gence is used to increase the computational efficiency in obtaining this solution. The
error estimate is then calculated by taking the HI norm of the difference in the two
solutions locally. In one dimension, we have shown that the estimate converges glo-
bally in space to the true error.
Initially the output was displayed using standard wireframe and contour plots.
Some work on more continuous contour plots using colors was begun. The algorithm
enables the user to change the number of colors used for contour plots and obtain a
revised plot almost instantaneously. To give a sense of the time dependent nature of
the problems color contour plots at different times were plotted on the same domain.
The tree data sttucrure of the grids allows for easy interpolation in obtaining values for
the color contour plots.
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EXELLPACK:
An Expert System for
Elliptic Partial Differential Equations
Way"" R. Dyksent and Carl R. Grinertt
Department of Computer Sciences
Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN 47907
Problem oriented. very high level languages represent a first step toward the
modernization of scientific mathematical software. An example of such a system is
XELLPACK, an environment for solving elliptic partial differential equations (PDEs).
XELLPACK is based on ELLPACK and the X windowing environment, making full
use of interactive color graphics output and input.
XELLPACK contains vast raw PDE solving power for a given elliptic problem,
XELLPACK provides 1147 distinct solution paths. For the nonexpert user, choosing a
single valid path is difficult while choosing the "best" path is nearly impossible. Thus,
it takes an "elliptic expert" to make full use of XELLPACK's elliptic problem solving
capabilities. Most similar sophisticated scientific systems share analogous drawbacks.
As a step toward the solution of this problem, we have begun work on
EXELLPACK, an expert system for solving elliptic PDEs. EXELLPACK will incor-
porate enough expertise to make the extensive problem solving capabilities of
XELLPACK completely accessible to the nonexpert; Le., the average design engineer.
EXELLPACK will not only advise the user in the selection of the "best" solution
method, but also aid in the analysis of the accuracy of the computed solution. We will
discuss the design and current state of EXELLPACK.
t Supported in pact by National Science Foundation granl DCR·8602385.
tt Supponed in pan by National Science Foundation grant DCR·8602385 and CCR·8619817.
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Anatomy of AGNES: An Antomatic Generator
of Numerical Equation Solutions
A. Daniel Kowalski, Mark F. Russo and Richard L. Peskin
CAIP Parallel Computing Laboratory
Rutgers University, Busch Campus
Piscataway, N.J. 08855-1390
An expert system has been designed and constructed which can accept a symbolic
description of a mathematical model in terms of partial or ordinary differential equa-
tions along with boundary, initial and subsidiary conditions and automatically generate
and execute programs for their numerical solution. The project grew from the desire to
achieve high level computer assistance for the interactive modeling of physical
phenomena which involve differential equations. The system does not use prepackaged
algorithms for equation solutions. but rather analyzes equations and constructs solutions
from first principles in much the same way that a numerical analyst would solve the
problem. Prototypes of the system bave been described earlier (e.g. [1,2]).
AGNES solves the model equations by first parsing the input equations, classify-
ing them, and choosing an appropriate numerical solution method. In the case of finite
difference methods, the equation terms are then discretized and an internal fonn of the
algorithm is constructed from a declarative description of the solution method for the
particular equation type. The internal program representation is then translated into a
target language, currently C, for compilation and execution.
AGNES' conception of differential equations and numerical solution methodology
is realized in terms of an object oriented representation embedded in a logic program-
ming environment. The message passing and inheri[ance features of the object oriented
paradigm allow for the efficient representation of the equation and numerical solution
hierarchies while minimizing the number of redundant procedures or "methods" asso-
ciated with different equations or numerical solution techniques. The system retains,
moreover, the capacity to construct methods in the highly declarative Prolog program-
ming environment.
The object oriented scheme was found to be highly suited to the efficient represen-
tation of the taxonomic structure of both differential equations and the algorithms for
their numerical solution. The inheritance structure allows for a concise description of
equations and their solutions by placing code which is common to a wide range of
equations or solution methods high enough in the class structure to be accessible to the
widest possible range of subclasses. TItis also simplifies the addition of new solution
methods or equation classes since much of the existing code may be used simply by
placing the equation or numerical method in the appropriate position in the class inheri-
[ance structure and adding only methods which are specific to the new class. If, for
example, an Alternating Direction Implicit numerical solution method is found to be an
instance of the lowest class in the hierarchy of classes represented by the ordered list
(Numerical Method, Implicit, Two-Level, Multi-Step), then it may inherit a procedure
to solve tridiagonal matrices from its superclass "implicit". This procedure, however,
may be applicable to numerical methods belonging to other subclasses of "implicit" as
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well. The net result is a highly organized, compact model for the construction of
numerical algorithms.
Prolog, the serial implementation of logic programming, has been highly effective
both for the construction of class methods and the implementation of the object oriented
scheme. Its declarative character simplifies the description of class methods and allows
them to be constructed from the top down, that is, from the most general description of
the method to the most specific features. The construction of an object oriented scheme
is at once both simple and efficient. Prolog, moreover, is well suited for the proficient
programming of support routines for symbolic manipulation and program translation.
Control of inference in AGNES consists of an effective combination of Prolog's
backward chaining, metalogical control, and resolution of methods within the object-
oriented inheritance scheme. Basic inference for the execution of methods is accom-
plished through Prolog's backward chaining of the clauses which represent the roles
associated with a particular object-oriented method. This is supplemented by the mera-
logical control of inference which results from the addition or deletion of knowledge
(facts or rules) from the knowledge base with its subsequent effect on execution. At the
highest levels, the order of execution of methods is affected by the inheritance hierarchy
associated with the object-oriented class structure.
AGNES' development is continuing with the addition of new solution methods (in
particular functional approximation and parallel execution methods), the improvement
of the user interface in graphics and intelligent interaction, and the expansion of the
system to handle more classes of eqnations and systems of equations of possibly mixed
type.
References
[I] Russo, MF., Peskin, R.L. and Kowalski, A.D., 1987, "A Prolog Based Expen
System for Modeling with Partial Differential Equations''. Simulation, Vol. 46,
No.4, 15D-157.
[2] Kowalski, A.D., Peskin, RL. and Rnsso ME, 1987, "An Expert System for
Modeling Fluid and Thermal Problems Containing Partial Differential Equations",
in Knowledge Based Expert Systems for Engineering, Proceedings 2nd Interna-
tional Conference on Applications of Artificial Intelligence in Engineering, Com-
putational Mechanics Institute, Southhampton, U.K.
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Expert Systems in Inverse Problems of Wave
Propagation Tbeory
A.S. Alekseev, GN. Erokhin and NL. Podkolodny
Computing Center
Siberian Division of the USSR Academy of Sciences
Novosibirsk, USSR
1. General Concept
Methods for solving inverse problems of wave propagation theory is a significant
tool in quantitative interpretation of physical fields based on indirect measurements in
such disciplines as acoustics, seismics. seismology, electrodynamics. etc. The follow-
ing stages of investigation are required for the correct solution of inverse problems:
the choice of a physical model,
the choice of a mathematical model,
development of the algorithm for solving the direct problem,
numerical solution of the direct problem,
the choice of the constructive algorithm for solving the inverse problem,
numerical investigation of the algorithm stability, its regularization,
preliminary processing of the experimental data,
solution of the inverse problem,
interpretation of results of solving the inverse problem.
Thus, both the subject area knowledge and special knowledge about numerical
methods for calculation on a computer are assumed to be used at every stage of investi-
gation. Heuristic expert knowledge plays an important role in any single case. They
acquire particular significance during the search for the stability domain of the algo-
rithm of inverse problem solution and during the interpretation state of calculation
results.
As it seems, the use of expert systems (ES) brings about new methodology of
solving the problems with the help of computer assistance based on the knowledge of a·
separate state of solving the problem and solving the problem as a whole.
The differential of such a system is a combination of algorithmic and heuristic
approaches (a hybrid expen system). In this connection, the developed system includes
the conventional components of ES:
data base system (DBS),
knowledge base system (KBS),





In addition, the system includes:
software application packages (solution of direct and inverse problems, data
analysis. preliminary data processing, search for interdependencies and
automatic KBS forming, etc.),
graphical representation subsystem,
subsystem of situative control of solution,
interpretation subsystem.
2. User's Interface
Various user's viewpoints (windows) on expert system processing are activated.
This is a differential of user's interface. For example, the following windows can be
shown:
mapping of results of numerical procedures (seismic signals, fields. spectra,
characteristics of media and sources, etc),
mapping of ES processing state (deviational history explanation, description
of a procedure execution phase, printing of intermediate meaning of various
parameters by query, etc.). It is possible to modify processing of solving the
problem,
general viewpoint of ES (configuration, structure of DBS and KBS, etc.).
Subsystem allows one to print the following explanations:
explanation of possible actions and organization of the system,
explanation of ES work.
explanation of notations used in ES,
explanation of processing execution phase,
analysis of possible assumptions.
3. KBS and DDS
There are external and internal KBS and DDS. UNIPLEX is used with SQL query
language for interaction with external DBS.
ES generates various procedures SQL for interaction with DBS. External KBS
includes knowledge chunks which are loaded in the internal KBS in case of need.
Production-frame approach is used for the knowledge representation in the internal
KBS.
Frame nets determine associate ties among rules, facts and give various relation-
ships on a set of rules and facts and can ·define complex multilevel KBS structure.
Meanings of slots may be constants, pointers to production, pointers to other frames or
commands to activate any action which is in modification of DBS and KBS, running
computer program, executing input/output operations. etc.
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Rules contain characteristic parameters (priority, complexity, validity, etc.).
In addition, these are defined:
condition of production application which is used for the increase of the
effectiveness of inference control by means of prohibition and permission to
use the rule,
precondition which is used in frames for an implicit set of KBS structure and
for narrowing the search space.
4. Inference Subsystem
Inference control behavior is in the choice of a model, search space. search direc-
tion, procedure of tie opening, the criterion of solution estimate.
Possible variants of the strategy description are as follows:
choice of a subject area model (one model is associated with one knowledge
source, several models are associated with complex approach to solving
inverse problems>,
description of search space (one search space, search space hierarchy. alterna-
tive search spaces),
choice of search direction (forward, backward, bidirected, etc.),
choice of a procedure of search graph ties opening (fixed, first-best tie based
on heuristics or additional information).
5. Knowledge Acquisition Subsystem
General approaches to forming KBS are as follows:
teaching on examples (inductive inference, data analysis and search for pro-
bability regularities on the basis of verified data),
learning with a teacher (knowledge input and modification by means of a
knowledge editor, analysis of completeness, consistency and certainly of
!CBS),
teaching based on experience (system testing by means of an explanation sub-
system).
6. Hardware and System Facilities
The system is designed in UNIX on 32 bilS computer (LABTAM). C-PROLOG,




Smalltalk - The Next Generation Scientific Computing Interface?
Richard L. Peskin and Sandra S. Walther
CAIP Parallel Computing Laboratory
Rutgers University
Piscataway, N.J. 08855-1390
While scientific and engineering computation needs have been a major driving
force in the development of high performance computer hardware. accompanying
software practices in the scientific community have remained nearly static for about 30
years. This mis-match between hardware and software development has several conse-
quences, two of which are (a) inability of the user community to fully utilize hardware
capabilities, and (b) primary use of the computer as a "numerical production" tool as
opposed to a tool for interactive prototyping and design. The former is a result of poor
suppon of concurrent computing. interactive graphics. etc. by traditional software. The
latter is a result of the labor intensive aspect of traditional software methods and their
poor interface to end-user needs. This paper discusses the primary features of an
interactive computation system for scientific prototyping and how well those features
can be provided by a modem interactive software system, namely Smalltalk-80*.
We distinguish between "production" computing and prototyping. The former is
characterized by relatively static models and codes; the latter by models which are
evolving. Our interest is primarily in the user interface requirements for interactive
scientific-engineering computational prototyping. These requirements include:
1. Problem or model expression in natural (mathematical) manner, not "compu-
terese" .
2. Automatic program generation and execution with reasonable speed and accu-
racy.
3. Graphical visualization of computational output and interactive capabilities to
manipulate the graphic views.
4. Provision for in-situ model changes and computational steering.
5. Software-Hardware (most likeiy paraliel computer) systems powerful enough
to support realistic scientific and engineering problems.
Smalltalk-80 is the latest instantiation of an interactive computing environment
that has been under deveiopment for over a decade [I]. Smalltalk is totally object-
oriented system. As such, it has two essential features for scientific prototyping, data
abstractions (objects) which can modei behavior of physical world objects, and dynamic
binding which is essential to permit run-time model changes needed for computational
• SmaUlalk-80 is a registered trademark of Xerox Corporation.
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steering. In addition, Smalltalk supports a tightly coupled interaction of the computa-
tional model, its graphical view. and user control of the model thru interaction with the
view. We next consider how object-oriented computation supports the five require-
ments above.
Problem expression - Effective rapid prototyping of scientific models requires the
ability to express the model in familiar mathematical notation. For example partial
differential equations (pde) need mathematical input for the equations themselves, the
boundary conditions and initial conditions. Graphical definition of the solution region
is also required, together with interactive grid generation. Smalltalk's interactive graph-
ics interface allows a straightfonvard means to support user input for scientific prob-
lems of this level complexity. We have developed a user problem specification system
that accepts on-screen graphical definition of the geometric region of interest. The user
can specify the pde's to be solved in the interior. the initial conditions, boundary condi-
tions to be applied over various segments and the discretization (gridding). Under
development is a more flexible mathematical font input system, and grid generation sys-
tem. The output of this "problem expression" sub-system is a complete problem
specification in a format appropriate for the automatic program generation sub-system.
Automatic programming - One of the serious roadblocks to rapid prototyping in
traditional scientific computation environments is the need for the user to do "computer
programming". Engineers and scientists should be free to concentrate on the physical
problem, not on detailed programming issues. The combination of tedious edit-
compile-link-run processes typical of traditional Fortran programming. together with
commitment to large source code programs fosters a static computing environment, not
the changing environment needed for experimental prototyping. There have been
attacks on this problem for special classes of pde's e.g., Ellpack [2]. We have
developed a more general automatic programming system. This system (called
AGNES) accepts user input in the fonn of the set of pde's to be solved, the appropriate
boundary and initial conditions, the geometric region. etc. AGNES converts this input
information to a program source code (C at this time) after doing consistency and error
checking. The generated program employs either user defined or default solution
methods (various finite difference methods are implemented and spectral methods are in
progress). The system then compiles the program, runs it, and presents the results
graphically. AGNES is implemented in object-oriented Prolog and C. It can handle
various classes of pde's ode's and algebraic systems. AGNES details can be found in
the literature [3,4,5]. AGNES is coupled to our Smallta1k system, and is also being
implemented in Smallta1k.
Graphical visualization - The key to effective rapid prototyping is a combination
of fast means to alter the model and immediate visualization of the results. Smalltalk's
tightly bound computations to graphical interface is ideal for presentation and manipu-
lation of graphical results. The Model-View-Controller paradigm allows direct cou-
pling of the user's model, a set of graphical views of that model, and the interpretation
of user manipulation directives via mouse and keyboard. We have implemenrcd a gen-
eral graphics display and manipulation capability in Smalltalk. The data to be l'lntted is
treated as the model. This allows transparency to the data source, which call he' pro-
duced on the local workstation or come via file stream from a remote source. The user
has complete freedom to re-scale, romte, and otherwise transform the graphic I I view, as
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well as manipulate line styles. colors, annotation, etc. This graphics system exists as a
"standalone" tool, and its methods are available to be called. by oilier Smalltalk pro-
grams. such as those involved in computational steering.
Computational steering - Ideally the user doing prototyping wants lo be able to
make in-situ changes in his model during computation. Such a capability is very
difficult (if not impossible) under traditional computational procedures. There is more
involved than just alteration of parameters; there may be need to make significant
changes to the model (i.e., equations themselves). The NSF Visualization Report [6]
has indicated the need for this capability. We have been able to implement such com-
putational steering in Smallta1k:. Typically the user can start a computation with a
given model, allow it to proceed for a while, and then stop it. make model changes. and
continue. Critical to the use of this steering is the Model-View-Controller capability
together with dynamic (run-time) binding. Presently, we depend on user access to the
model equations as written in Smalltalk. Computational steering of non-linear map-
pings and oscillators are presented as examples.
Computational power - A prototyping system useful for real problems must
address the need. for computational power. Increasingly this means parallel computing.
Thus, we must consider (a) how well Smalltalk can express problem parallelism, and
(b) Smallta1k in the parallel computing environment
Smalltalk is very well architectured. for concurrent computing. Viewed. as a virtual
machine, it is able to support interprocess communication in shared address space, and
its process spawning can support blocked. and non-blocked. process creation. In particu-
lar, the concept of "futures" [7] where a process forks a new process, creates a "slot"
for the retum, and then proceeds has been implemented in Smalltalk. With futures, any
Smalltalk program can be easily made into a concurrent program. Of course, appropri-
ate concurrency is still problem specific.
Smalltalk code executes via a byte-code interpreter, which supports its dynamic
binding. While this performs slower than machine code per se, there have been tremen-
dous improvements in Smalltalk performance, and new hardware concepts offer even
greater speed [8]. However, for scientific prototyping means are needed to introduce
run-time concurrency. Our approach has been to allocate parallel computer resources to
the computational intensive procedures. Using Tektronix SmalltaIk's access to underly-
ing system calls and machine primitives [9], one can direct numerically intensive com-
putation to remote (Le. networked.) resources, such as a parallel computer. The seman-
tics of futures is used to support this. Thus an object needing, for example, a matrix
inversion, would request this of a powerful remote resource and continue other work
while waiting for the return. This concept is but one of several possibilities to integrate
Smallta1k and parallel computing [10].
In summary, Smalltalk offers a powerful environment for scientific and engineer-
ing prototyping. Its syntax is simple, yet complete. It is easily extended to include
necessary scientific data types. Its tight coupling to graphics eliminates a major
bottleneck characteristic of more traditional environments. Current efforts at improved
performance, both intrinsic and via coupling to parallel computers will yield necessary
run-time performance. It is a different concept for scientific computing, but perhaps it
is time for a different concept
- 15 -
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Considerable interests have been expressed in coupling symbolic and numerical
computation in expert systems. This paper describes a knowledge based expert system
(KBES) building tool ZIP/E that facilitates programming KBES with C and a
knowledge representation language E, which allows the deep coupled application sys-
tem explicitly specifiable and efficiently executable with the elegant integration of
heuristics-based inference and algorithm-based process.
1. Motivation
The integration of numeric and symbolic computation in KBESs has been proven
indispensable for a complex domain by past experience in artificial intelligence applica-
tions. Previous approaches to coupling these two processes typically treat the numeri-
cal routines essentially as "black boxes", Le., stand-alone external programs. Such
systems are referred as shallow coupled [2]. The more robust are deep coupled sys-
tems, which require the extensive utilization of the knowledge and data involved in
each process. Therefore, the communication between two processes becomes very
important
A variety of KBES building tools (e.g. OPSS, KEE) [3] has been developed to
provide powerful representation languages for heuristic reasoning, however, these tools
are generally inadequate for describing algorithm-based quantitative knowledge due to
their inefficiency. Also, it is impractical to reprogram the existing supporting functions
in other languages. A common tecbnique is the external procedure calling. One disad-
vantage is that a symbolic process is always "on top", and a numerical process is pas·
sively invoked, but is unable to procedurally invoke a symbolic process. On the other
hand, the data structures involved. in heuristic reasoning are usually different from those
in numerical computation, the communication between two processes is difficult. This
inconsistency also makes the existing supporting library functions be unable to be fully
utilized in symbolic reasoning. Thus such tonls are not well suitable for building a
deep coupled KBES.
It is noted that C has been widely accepted as a general-purpose computer
language, because of its absence of restriction and its generality. Also this language
reflects the capabilities of current computers, thus C programs tend to be efficient
enough that there is no compulsion to write assembly langua~(' instead [1]. However.
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it does not provide any direct support for high level knowledge representation, which is
very inconvenient for AI programming.
Accordingly. the goal of our project is to:
• provide the flexible reasoning and representing facilities comparable with the
existing tools,
• promote the collaboration of different types of programs by supplying a flexi-
ble interface between symbolic and numerical processes,
• guarantee the high efficiency towards real time processing by programming
KBESs in "low-level" but explicit languages.
2. System Architecture of ZIPIE
To achieve our goal, ZIP/E takes C as the fundamental knowledge representation
language, and provides three portions of facilities:
• A high Level know/edge representation language E, where two knowledge
types (planoer, knowledge source) are provided to specify the organizational
principle of reasoning groups, explicit strategies of inference control or its
adjustments, and fundamental problem solving heuristics. Their processing
objects are normal C data structures that can be accessed by any C pro-
cedures. The notation of langoage E has the similar style with that of C and
E programs can embed any C statements. So, these two knowledge types
serve as extended C data structures to define knowledge bases.
• An E compiler Ee, which transforms E knowledge bases into the internal
codes that are linkable with other types of programs. Thus the linked system
then is directly executable.
• A C library ZIP, which serves as a communicating bridge between the
knowledge bases and the other C programsl. User may call the ZIP func-
tions in C programs to post changed information, activate/suspend inference.
or explain the behavioral performance.
ZIP/E has evolved from a KBES constructing took KMIX [4] and is implemented
in C. It runs efficiently on VAX. IIn85. SUN workstations. MICRO-VAX. n, mM-PC,
etc., and several application examples have been programmed and tested via ZIPIE.
3. Adequacy for Developing Deep Conpled Systems
ZIP/E is capable of representing various sophisticated inference schemes because
it inherits the primary advantages of KMIX such as the semantical enrichment of expli-
cit knowledge and news-posting control architecture [4].
The interface between numerical and symbolic processes are very flexible.
• Conrro/ switching 0/ two processes
As C codes can be embedded in E programs, the symbolic process can invoke
the numerical procedure readily. On the other hand, the ZIP library provides
1 including other codes programmed with other languages which can invoke C, e.g. FORlRAN,
PASCAL under UNIX.
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a set of functions to access and utilize the knowledge specified by E. Thus
the C programs are capable of controlling the reasoning activities.
• Information communication
The objects that knowledge units process are normal data structures. And
their symbolic manipulation is all made by C functions. Obviously, the rea-
soning information can be shared by other components of the system during
problem solving. The new information (any changes on objects) produced in
a C procedure can be immediately announced by new-posting functions of
ZIP library. Thus the corresponding knowledge units in the KB can beware
of these changes and make decisions about the feasibility of a new reasoning
action in response to the dynamic problem solving situation.
Other features of this tool are:
• Language compatibility
The compiled E knowledge bases are linkable and accessible with other codes
(C, FORTRAN, PASCAL, etc., depending on C environments). Also the
existing C libraries are directly applicable to symbolic inference as the mani-
pulated objects in reasoning are C structures.
• High ifficiency
Because a manipulated object in inference is a normal C data structure, no
additional codes are required to interpret the semantics of object structures.
The knowledge compilation makes the final application system directly exe-
cutable. Also, there is a belief maintenance system as a built-in mechanism
for efficient reasoning.
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Automatic code generation for numerical simulators of PDEs is important because
hand crafting of these programs is error prone, time consuming, and labor intensive.
We have created a knowledge representation scheme (KRS) for PDE problems that
makes possible the mechanical creation of numerical simulators for these PDEs. The
class of physics problems that is addressed by this KRS may be classified as those that
have a continuous model based on conservation principles. This KRS allows numerical
schemes to be derived from first principles. Sophisticated symbolic analysis on
differentiable manifolds is used for automatic generation of numerical simulators. We
do not pattern match a problem description to templates of special case PDE solvers.
The automatic programming system will uniformly derive the numerical schemes
from differential forms. The generalized Stokes theorem is used to derive integral rela-
tions from the differential forms that represent the physical system. These relations are
integral forms of the conservation laws and material properties of the system. Partition-
ing spacetime provides a framework for defining a discrete system of equations from
the integral fOIlDS. Specifying approximations to spacetime current integrals on space-
time partitions makes possible the mechanical generation of discrete equations.
The KRS is based on representations of conservation laws and material properties
in the uniform framework of differentiable manifolds. Differential manifolds provide a
uniformity to physical modeling that is more than esthetic. The uniformity is essential
to the mechanical manipulation of these models. In particular, the uniformity makes it
possible to mechanically derive numerical schemes.
Manifold theory provides a unified treatment of such topics as line and surface
integrals, the curl and divergence of vector fields, potential theory, and the gradient of
scalar fields. The unified treatment of manifold theory is based on the ideas of mani-
fold, -differential forms and exterior derivatives. The classical integral theorems of
Green, Gauss, and Stokes from vector calculus follow from the generalized Stokes
theorem for the integral of the exterior derivative of a differential form over a manifold.
Differential manifolds provide the most natural setting for the mathematical
objects used to model continuous physical systems. Two examples are the representa-
tion of conversation laws and the possibility of coordinate independent descriptions of
the physical systems.
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Conservation laws are a key feature of physical models. Conservation of quanti-
ties such as heat, mass, charge, and electric flux lines can be expressed in a compact
uniform way by use of the exterior calculus. This uniformity allows the same symbolic
analysis to deal with different types of physical systems.
Manifold theory allows models to be expressed in a coordinate independent
manner. This makes it possible to deal with complex domain geometries. For exam-
ple, a complex domain might best be described by a patch work of different coordinate
systems, or it might have a complex boundary.
The central concepts of manifold theory that support classical field theory are the
algebra (Ep ) of forms and their exterior derivatives. These objects only require the
existence of the differential structure of the manifold. The addition of a metric struc-
ture allows the Hodge ·-mapping· : (Ep ) --> (En _p ) to be defined. Mathematical
models for many continuous systems can be expressed in terms of the manifold, its
structure, and the Hodge mapping. Examples include Maxwell's equations for electro-
dynamics, Laplace's equation, the heat equation, and the wave equation.
These models' are expressed in terms of differential fOnDS over manifolds that
represent conservation laws for the system. The conservation laws are independent of
material properties. The properties of materials are expressed by relationships between
state variables for the system and "conserved currents" that appear in conservation
laws. In many cases this relationship can be expressed in the metric structure associ-
ated with the tangent space of the manifold. This relationship is reflected in the Hodge
"'-mapping, which is determined by the metric.
A large class of models have the form.
dF =0, d*F =J.
These fOnTIS are equivalent to a PDE model for the system. The type of PDE - elliptic,
parabolic or hyperbolic - is determined by the metric structure. Table 1 gives the rela-
tionship between the metric and PDE type for the case where F is the one-form F = dj
andJ=O.
Not all conservative physical systems can be described with just the above
mathematical model. The behavior of many mechanical systems, such as fluid flow and
elasticity, is expressed in terms of a symmetrical stress-energy-momentum tensor. It is
not possible to produce differential forms from this tensor that represent conservation of
energy-momentum using only the exterior calculus and the Hodge "'-mapping.
Differential forms that represent conserved quantities can be expressed in terms of
the stress-energy-momentum. tensor and Killing vectors. Killing vectors are generators
of symmetries of the metric structure on the manifold Lie derivatives must be defined
to express the Killing form that determines the Killing field.
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Covariant Domain Mebic on the Equivalent POE
exoression of f domain of f POE tvne
space and
f:.1-IJ.! = 0*d*d!=O time Lorentz hyperbolicat2
space and
a! -N=O*d*d!=O time Singular parabolicat
*d*d!= 0 space Riemannian N=O elliptic
only
Table 1: The type of the POE for a physics problem is determined by the metric
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In the computation of scientific and engineering problems, both qualitative and
quantitative analyses are often applied together. Usually, qualitative decision is
efficiently made with symbolic and graphic information, while quantitative analysis is
more conveniently performed by numerical computation. Both methods often comple-
ment each other.
Any numerical solution is only an approximation to the true solution, which is
always represented analytically. Analytical solutions can only be obtained by symbolic
processing. Symbolic integration is onc of such examples.
Nowadays, computers have been widely used in scientific and engineering applica-
tions. but the use has been limited almost exclusively to purely algorithmic solutions.
In fact, many scientific and engineering problems are not amenable to purely algo-
rithmic computation. They are usually ill-structured problems, which deal with oon-
numerical or non-algorithmic information. These problems are thus suitable for the use
of AI techniques. Expert systems provide programmjng methodology for solving ill-
structured problems, which are difficult to be handled by purely algorithmic methods.
The experience gathered from building expert systems has shown that their power is
most apparent when the considered problem is sufficiently complex.
Most of the existing expert systems were developed for specific purposes and
implemented with a Lisp-like language. Production rules were often used to represent
domain expertise. In light of applications, such expert systems can only process sym-
bolic information and make heuristic inference. Lack of numerical computation and
uncoordinated single application limit them in the capability of solving scientific and
engineering problems. For example, in real-time control environment, we require not
only qualitative description of system behavior, but also quantitative analysis. The
former can predict the trend of the change of operating states, w~e the latter may pro-
vide us a means to identify the change range of these states. Moreover, as pan of the
accumulated knowledge of human expertise, a lot of practical and successful numerical
computation packages are already available. However, the capability of numerical com-
putation is still very limited in current expert systems. More and more, the importance
of coordinating symbolic reasoning and numeric computing in knowledge-based sys-
tems is being recognized. It has been realized that if applied separately, neither sym-
bolic reasoning nor numeric computing, can successfully address all problems in
engineering design and scientific analysis. Many complex problems cannot be solved
by purely symbolic or numeric techniques.
The need to integrate different numerical computation tools within a package for
scientific research and engineering design has been realized. The need to integrate
intelligence is also getting apparent. As mentioned above, the existing expert systems
integration of knowledge on different disciplinary domains,
integration of empirical expertise and analytical knowledge,
integration of various objectives, such as analysis, modeling, design, simula-
tion and operation,
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can only be used alone for a particular purpose inflexibly. We can not integrate the
expert systems that have been available, even though each of them was well developed
for a specific task. As we know, the best way to solve the complicated problem by
expert systems is to distribute knowledge and to separate domain expertise. In such a
case, several expert systems have to be used together. Each of them was developed for
solving a sub-domain problem. Here, we face the problem of knowledge integration
and management
Many existing expert systems are developed with specific techniques. Their
knowledge bases can only be modified by either _original developers or someone who
clearly understands the software structure and design details of the expert systems. In
light of commercial applications. the maintenance and modification of expert systems is
the key to the development of high-performance intelligent programs that can solve
more complicated problems. The current expert systems are particularly short of this
capability.
Very recently, several methods of integrating expert systems were proposed. A
few developers tried to develop expert systems with conventional languages such as
FORTRAN, so that these expert systems can be used as subroutines in a FORTRAN
main program. Others suggested to field expert systems in conventional languages in
order to achieve integration. However, these methods prohibit us from developing and
using the individual program separately. This makes acquiring new programs very
difficult Another disadvantage is that the conventional language environment cannot
provide many good features that Lisp supplies. such as easy debugging and allowance
for interruption by human experts. It is clear that one of the bottlenecks for intelligent
systems -to be applied commercially is to integrate both quantitative and qualitative
methods together.
The above discussions summarize the following main disadvantages of the existing
expert systems:
1. lack of coordination of symbolic reasoning and numeric computation,
2. difficulty in modifying knowledge bases by end users other than the original
developers,
3. lack of integration of different expert systems,
4. lack of the efficient management of intelligent systems, and
5. lack of capability of dealing with conflict facts and events among various
tasks.
Past experience indicates that integrating intelligent systems into a large environ-
ment is often necessary but difficult. We propose a new architecture to control and






4. integration of different symbolic processing systems,
5. integration of different numeric computing software,
6. integration of symbolic processing systems and numeric computation rou-
tines, and
7. integration of different types of information, such as symbolic, numeric and
graphic information.
Phases I and 2 are both at the knowledge level. Phase 3 deals with both the
knowledge level and the function level. Phases 4, 5, 6 and 7 perform their integration
functions at the function level, which encompasses the problem-solving level and the
program level.
An integrated intelligent system is a large knowledge integration environment,
which consists of several symbolic reasoning systems and numerical computation pack-
ages. These software programs may be written in different languages and be used
independently. They are under the control of a supervising expert system, namely
meta-system. The meta-system manages the selection, operation and communication of
these programs.
The key issue to construct the integrated intelligent system is to organize a meta-
system. Unlike meta-level techniques, meta-system is an innovative expert system for
controlling the integrated intelligent system. It has its own database, rulebase and infer-
ence engine, but its activities are distributed into the separated, strictly ordered phases
of information gathering and processing. Briefly, the main tenets of our view about the
meta-system are:
1. It coordinates all symbolic reasoning systems and numeric computing rou-
tines in the integrated intelligent environment.
2. It distributes knowledge into separate expen systems and numeric routines to
achieve management effectiveness.
3. It can acquire new knowledge.
4. It can find an optimal solution for conflict facts and events among different
expert systems.
5. It provides the possibility of parallel processing in the integrated intelligent
system.
The configuration of the intelligent computing environment has attracted
significant attention from both the industry and the academia. It is expected to lead to a
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1. Introduction
Recently, PSE (Problem Solving Environment) systems for PDE problems have
been developed ([1]-[6]). They generally take the form of high level programming
languages with code generators or sophisticated driver systems for subroutine libraries,
and some of them exploit the high performance of supercomputer architecture.
DEQSOL (Differential EQuation SOlver Language) is a programming language type
PSE, which possesses both finite difference method (FDM) and finite element method
(FEM) as discretization facilities.
However. these effort and trials still leave something to be desired. The following
functions should make these PSEs much more user-oriented.
1. Modeling Step:
• Not limited to text, the domain (including mesh) and equation (including
boundary{mitial conditions) and their associated information can be described
by appropriate graphics and visual programming tools for each item.
• A numerical algorithms data base (DB) and numerical kuowledge DB are
provided, and can assist the user to construct numerical scheme.
2. Execution Step:
'" During the execution, user can extract values of variables and matrix infor-
mation to trace convergence or iteration processes and to diagnose numerical
calculation.
* During the execution, user can change and tune the control parameters, such
as time steps or iteration counters, interactively.
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3. Result Analysis Step:
'" Provides not only graphing functions. but also operations for and between
numerical variables, such as addition, norms, integration and etc.. Can also
verify the sufficiency for physical or experimental laws.
'" Provides presentation-and documentation-tools.
In this paper the overview of interactive/visual DEQSOL with the above men-
tioned functions and also the prototype system with part of functions (2) and (3), are
shown.
2. Outline of the Present DEQSOL ([5l. [6])
DEQSOL is a high level programming language specially desigued to describe
PDE problems in a way quite natural for numerical analyses. This language has two
design targets. One is to enhance programming productivity by establishing a new
architecture-independent language interface between numerical analysts and
vector/parallel processors. The other is to automatically generate highly vectorizable
FORTRAN codes from DEQSOL descriptions, thus realizing efficient execution.
DEQSOL introduces capability of describing space regions with their automatic
meshing facilities and differential operators with their automatic discretization facilities.
It possesses the capability of flexibly describing various numerical algorithms within
the language. As the several examples of scheme description by DEQSOL, Newton-
Raphson method and iterative method for simultaneous systems of PDEs are shown in
Figure I.
The structure of the present DEQSOL system and its processing flow are shown in
Figure 2. The DEQSOL description is automatically translated into a FORTRAN simu-
lation program by the DEQSOL translator. The DEQSOL has two discretization facili-
ties, namely FDM and FEM. The generated FORTRAN prograro is compiled, linked
and executed on the ordinary route. The numerical result is analyzed by the postproces-
sor SGRAF. However, these job steps - DEQSOL programming and translation, the
execution of the generated program, and the numerical result analysis, are not integrated
into a single piece of software.
3. InteractiveIVisuaI DEQSOL
The aim of interactive/visual DEQSOL is to realize the continuous and consistent
process of modeling, execution and result analysis for numerical simulation. The sys-
tem structure of the interactive/visual DEQSOL is shown in Figure 3. There are seven
subsystems where the present DEQSOL acts just as the code generator subsystem.
Other subsystems are as follows.
The model visualizer supports the interactive domain description and make
domain. equation infonnation and the relation of both of them visible. For example,
user can select a part of the domain and set material constants or initial/boundary condi-
tions.
The DB guidance system possesses numerical algorithms and numerical
knowledge data base and guide users to construct numerical scheme for their programs.
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The diagnosis system has two parts. Part 1 diagnoses the calculation process and
numerical result, while part 2 diagnoses the numerical model by refening to the above
DB.
The DEQSOL debugger is a high-level execution debugger, which can break into
the simulation program and extract information for the diagnosis of numerical algo-
rithms, such as values of variables and matrix information.
The result analyzer makes various graphs interactively and provides the diagnosis
advice about the accuracy and sufficiency of numerical results.
The presentation handler assists the user to create high quality graphs and anima-
tions and to make documentation.
4. Prototype Subsystems: DEQSOL Debugger and Diagnosis System 1
These subsystems make possible to trace the execution of simulation program
interactively, and to extract execution status information and diagnosis information.
The DEQSOL language is an advantage for creating such subsystems. Each
DEQSOL statement is a semantically meaningful unit, which updates a physical vari-
able value according to time or iteration step. So, each statement is an appropriate
selection for break point.
Before executing a simulation program generated by the DEQSOL system, break:
points can be set at any DEQSOL statement. The execution trace can be monitored
through a DEQSOL source program display. At each break point, the following func-
tions can be applied. repeatedly and interactively.
• Extraction of already calculated physical variables by values and graphs.
'" Mattix diagnosis, extraction of values of matrix elements, visualization of
mauix by element polygons, check of the diagonal dominance propeny,
eigenvalue analysis, stability analysis. etc.
'" Dynamic tuning for time step. iteration count, scalar variable and so on.
Operation :flow of this prototype system is as follows:
I. DEQSOL program is displayed, and the user can set break points and disable
source lines.
2. Execution begins.
3. The current statement is highlighted on the DEQSOL source program display.
4. At specified break points, menus with the available debugging functions are
displayed.
5. In response to menu commands, numerical values, graphs and diagnosis
information are shown. (4) and (5) are continued. until the user resumes exe-
cution.
6. On termination of debugging mode, the control is returned to (3) and the exe-
cution of the next DEQSOL statement after the break: point is continued.
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5. Conclusion
By using the present DEQSOL as the basic code generator subsystem, the
interactive/visual DEQSOL, which synthesizes the modeling, execution and result
analysis process, is proposed.
From our evaluation, the present DEQSOL requires only one tenth source lines of
code by FORTRAN to describe simulation program and reduces the time needed to
implement a simulation procedure to less than one sixth that of FORTRAN. By utiliz-
ing a recently introduced powerful EWS, the new DEQSOL with the above mentioned
functions, will be able to shonen this time by one more order of magnitude of the
present DEQSOL, and make the system become a more user oriented PSE as well.
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Expert Use of Linear Solution Algorithms
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Research Center for Scientific Computation
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P.O. Box 2158 Yale Station
New Haven, cr 06520
1. Introduction
In this talk I describe a language called CLAM that transparently provides the user
with a sophisticated suite of algorithms for solving systems of linear equations. There
are three main reasons for incorporating such a feature into a programming language.
First, the algorithms for this operation are reasonably mature. Second, the best algo-
rithms in many cases are non-trivial and should not be left to the non-specialist, and
often require non-trivial data structures that are often far more complicated than needed
for any other part of an application program. Third, the number and characteristics of
different algorithms for this problem mean that both simple subroutine libraries and
very smart (automatic parallelizing) compilers can at best provide a good implementa-
tion of a single algorithm. The programmer is still required to choose an algorithm,
oplimal1y the choice depends on details of the linear system as well as the target
hardware, and may change during the execution of a single program.
While a number of arguments can be made for the inclusion of a linear solution
operator, perhaps the best is the wide range in algorithm performance. For example, for
cenain problems arising from 3-d partial differential equations, a popular algorithm
takes O(n 7) time, while more sophisticated sparse techniques take O(n35 ). This talk.
addresses some of the problems in making use of these algorithms, and shows how a
language like CLAM can make these algorithms available to the user.
2. Algorithms and Data Structures for Solving Linear Equations
The algorithms for the solution of linear equations are best divided between the
types of problems. For each of these types, there is a data structure that is well suited
to the problem. The most common data structures and their features are:
• Dense - most elements of the matrix are non-zero. The data structure is
trivial; implemented directly (or nearly so) in most common programming
languages. There are only 2 common choices of implementations (row major
versus column major).
• Banded - all DOD-zero elements of the matrix lie between two diagonals. The
data structure is slightly more di.ffi.cult than in the dense case; main problem
is ordering and additional information (bandwidths). There are several imple-
mentations, including row and column major fonns, padded [1], and
"wrapped' [6].
• Sparse - most elements of the matrix are zero, and the non-zeros are "ran-
domly" scattered. The dam strucrore in this case is much more complicated
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than in the others, and there is no predominant implementation. Their imple-
mentation is difficult in Fornan because of lack of pointers and difficult in
general because the choice of implementation can have a tremendous effect
on running speed, particularly on "vector" machines. The presence of
scatter-gather hardware and its use by the code can make a big difference in
performance [4]. [7].
Let the matrix be a nXll. Let the half-bandwidth be m; that is, if the matrix
A = (aij), then aij = 0 when Ii - j I > m. Then differing algorithms have the time
complexities shown in Table I. This table shows that there is no single, dominant algo-
rithm. Thus, a polyalgorithm must be used: the choice of algorithm depends on the
structure of the problem and on the type of computer hardware.
Type Time Space how parallel?
Dense n3 n2 Highly
Banded nm2 nm Somewhat
Soarse n 1.17 for some nroblems n Little
Table 1: Time and space complexities for some algorithms for solving linear systems
of equations.
In all cases. organization of the code can make a big difference in performance,
particularly on machines with vector or parallel hardware. Work on new routines for
dense and banded matrices is described in [2]j these algorithms represent an advance
over those in [3]. basically in reducing the number of memory accesses. Similar con-
siderations can result in writing fairly complicated and machine specific code such as
that discussed in [5] for the mM 3090.
Another important issue is that the data struchlres for the solution of the linear
systems may be far more complicated than any other in the program. Consider solving
a PDE on a regular 2-d mesh. The solution on the regular mesh is best represented
with a simple 2-d array (like the dense matrix representation above). However, the best
solution algorithm is very likely a spame matrix algorithm [7]. depending on the
specific details of the PDE.
Because of the variety and complexity of these data structures, it is not enough to
simply document them. Any package that needs these data struchlres must provide rou-
tines to manipulate these struchlres. At a very minimum, there should be a way to
define the matrix in tenns of the mathematical description (row i and column j have
value a), and to perform elementary manipulation (such as printing or extracting a row
or column). TIlls is particularly important in cases where the data sttuchlres natural for
the rest of the application are significantly different (particularly if simpler) than that
needed by the linear system solution algorithm.
It is also important to note that there is no expression of the problem in mathemat-
ical terms that can lead a compiler to the best algorithm. Basically. for a compiler to
generate optimal code. it would have to be prepared to do high level algorithm replace-
menlo similar to automatically replacing bubble-sort with a faster algorithm, the "fas-
ter" son being decided on by examining the likely data patterns.
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3. An Implementation: CLAM
It is always possible to provide these advanced features in a subroutine library.
This gives the advantage of maximum portability, as it can be integrated on top of an
existing language. However, any such facility is a "second class citizen". The
language does not know about it. Explicit error messages can not be generated. and
many available optimizations may be missed. Further, the matrix data type is not fully
integrated into the language; for example, it is hard to specify that an arbitrary function
is operated on a sparse data structure, and it is particularly hard to ensure that this
operation is done efficiently.
The CLAM language is designed to provide the conceptual matrix as a primative
data type. All operations are defined for matrices; the language can optimize operations
for various special cases. Further, the programming environment understands the
matrix data type; this includes a symbolic debugger, graphics routines, and file JJO, and
the interface to foreign routines (those written in another programming language such
as C or Fortran). The language is a full programming language, including Global, local
(static), and automatic variables, recursive procedures, graphics (including animation),
and a full set of conditionals and loops.
CLAM's basic data items is a matrix; special cases are vecrors and scalars. The
operators I and \ have been extended to mean "matrix divide"; alb has the affect of
ab-1 and b \ a bas the effect of b-1 a (since for matrices, these two expressions need
not be equal). The CLAM programmer uses statements similar to the array extensions
in Fortran 8X to define the matrix, and then solves the resulting linear system with the \
operator. For example, the following code creates a tridiagonal matrix a and solves the






(the syntax a(i)=c sets the i th diagonal to c.)
The actual representation of the data objects, and the algorithms for dealing with
them, are not the concern of the programmer. Note that this is an important distinction
from languages like Fortran 8X. The statement a(I:IO) = 4 in Fortran means set the
first 10 storage locations of a to the value 4. in CLAM, it mean set the first 10 ele-
ments of the object a to 4, regardless of whether a is represented internally as a dense,
banded, or sparse vector or matrix. It is this feature of separating the external from the
internal representation that distinguisbes CLAM from the few other languages that have
provided a linear solution operator (e.g., MAlLAB, APL2, and GAUSS).
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ELLPACK is a very high-levellangoage desigoed for solving second order, linear
elliptic partial differential equations in two and three dimensions with Dirichlet. Neu-
mann, mixed or periodic boundary conditions. Because of its power and versatility,
ELLPACK has been used to solve coupled systems of elliptic problems, nonlinear ellip-
tic problems and time dependent problems. A multiple domain version of ELLPACK
provides the facilities to do automatic domain mapping, Schwartz splitting and grid
adaption.
The typical elliptic problem solving process is iterative; one repeatedly computes a
solution, analyzes the results and then modifies the solution process. To better serve
this process, we have developed XELLPACK, an extension of ELLPACK, based on the
X windowing environment. XELLPACK provides graphics input for constructing
grids, pop-up menus for selecting solution techniques, and color graphics output for
analyzing solutions. Using the X paradigm. a user can interface with XELLPACK from
any X workstation, while an XELLPACK client solves and elliptic problem on any
machine or machines on the network.
We will describe ELLPACK and XELLPACK. We will discuss its implementa-
tion based on the X windowing environment. We will demonstrate XELLPACK on a
number of X workstations.
t Supported in part by National Science Foundation grant CCR-8619817.
tt Supported in part by National Science Foundation grant DCR-8602385.
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Optimization problems with network constraints appear in a wide range of applica-
tions: estimation of input/output tables and systems of national accounts. financial plan-
ning, transponation, engineering design and so on. Significant progress has been made
in the last several years in the design and implementation of algorithms to solve very
large problems in this class. In addition to the design of efficient algorithms, we have
also been investigating the use of parallel computer systems for solving these problems.
For example, estimating a large social accounting matrix using the general purpose
optimizer MINOS requires 28000.00 CPU seconds on a VAX nn50. The same prob-
lem is solved with a special purpose network code in 9000.00 CPU seconds on the
same computer. The same algorithm on a eRAY XMP solves this problem in less than
a minute. Finally, a massively parallel algorithm on the Connection Machine takes just
2 seconds.
While progress has been made in the numerical computation of these problems,
not much effort has been devoted to their efficient representation on the computer. We
will discuss some of our recent research in designing advanced interfaces for network
optimization software, Zenios [3]. Such interfaces provide a user-friendly interaction
with the optimizers. In addition to this primary objective, we show how the integrated
system of modeling language-network optimizer can be used in the development and
prototyping of new algorithms. Finally, the integrated system can control execution of
the optimization routines on a high-performance attached processor in a way that is
transparent to the user.
2. The Integrated Modeling System GAMS/GENOS
The modeling system we designed integrates the high-level algebraic modeling
language GAMS of Bisschop and Meeralls [1], with the software GENOS of Mulvey
and Zenios [2]. The algebraic capabilities of the language allow one to express network
models in a format that is easily comprehensible to humans. The optimizer utilizes
efficient numerical techniques for the solution of the fonnulated problem. Results from
the algorithm are reported in the algebraic notation established by the user. The inter-
face between the GAMS language and the optimizer can be achieved in two alternative
modes.
In a more general setting a network extractor identifies the special structure of net-
work constraints or tries to impose such structure with elementary row/column opera-
tions on the underlying constraint matrix. The extractor uses some heuristics for the
extraction of networks from general linear programming constraints.
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In a problem specific setting. we have designed an interface between the network
optimizer and GAMS for problems that appear in the estimation of input/output tables
and systems of national accounts in economics. In this case the structure of the net-
work model is known a priori. We can therefore, bypass the network extractor and pro-
vide a template at the GAMS level that the user has to complete in order to pose a well
specified problem. Control is then passed on to the optimizer. A graphics capability
displays the estimated matrix, indicating entries whose values may be unacceptable
from an economic modeling perspective. The user may control the modeling system
interactively using the graphics interface to alter internal parameters until an acceptable
solution is obtained.
In consideration, the systems described here integrate the fast performance of net-
work optimization algorithms with the capabilities of high-level algebraic modelIng
language and computer graphics. The end result is a system which is easy to use and
fast enough to be useful as an interactive modeling tool.
Besides the ease of representation and solution of large problems the developed
systems serve two equally important objectives. First, the modeling language provides
a common interface of network optimizers with other forms of optimization software
(like general linear and non-linear codes and algorithms for integer programming). We
have shown how this environment can be used for the efficient development and proto-
typing of algorithms based. on network decomposition schemes. Second, the modeling
language can control execution of the computationally intensive optimization routines
on an attached array processor while the modeling and interface with the user takes
place in an interactive environment. The overall process is transparent.
3. Further Research
We are currently interested in building some expenise in our modeling system.
This can be achieved in two domains. At a more realistic level, the direction we
currently pursuing, we may introduce expert judgment in fonnulating and solving the
matrix estimation problems. In this case, a well established body of literature provides
us with information on what constitutes and acceptable estimation of the matrix. In
addition, different models can be formulated depending on the underlying area of applI-
cations where the problem originally appears. We are looking into possible ways of
integrating this body of knowledge into an expert system. Such a system should be
able to set up the appropriate model and evaluate the acceptability of the results to the
specIfic applIcation.
In a more broad context, we would like to investigate the possible development of
an expert system for more general network optimization models. This line of research
is still at the conceptual phase. We would like to discuss experiences with expert
systems/AI with other areas of scientific computing. In particular, during the phases of
fonnulating a problem in mathematical terms and selecting an algorithm for its solu-
tion.
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The Bolza problem is one of the most complicated form of constrained optimiza-
tion problems and frequently applied in the optimal control of dynamic systems. For
optimal control, most of constrained optimization problems can be represented. by BaIza
problems. As we know. the procedure of solving BaIza problems consists of three
phases:
1. To determine the solution structure by means of solving Euler-Lagrange
equation.
2. To obtain the transversality conditions by solving the equations associated
with the various boundary conditions and constraints on time variables and
state variables.
3. To construct an optimal solution.
The tasks performed in each of the above processes include:
(a) decision making of problem-solving strategy,
(b) symbolic integration, and
(c) numerical computation.
Since the decision making of problem-solving strategy is very critical and compli-
cated, people usually fail to choose the correct strategy such that the suitable solution
structure and transversality conditions can not be acquired successfully. In this paper,
we will concentrate on a new methodology for solving BaIza problems using AI tech-
niques.
A knowledge-based system is developed to handle various complicated optimiza-
tion problems. It consists of three expen systems (that is, IDSOC, SIP, and a meta-
system), as well as several numerical computation packages.
Programmed in OPSS, IDSOC, a knowledge-based decision system shows the'
potential of both symbolic processing and heuristic reasoning. It is composed of four
parts: interface. database. knowledge base and inference engine. Through the interface,
the commwtication between human and machine can be builL The database stores the
update information of the solved problem. To realize the reduction of search routines.
the idea to break. down the whole target into many different subtargets is applied in
building IDSOC's knowledge base. Being different from the other expert systems, the
knowledge base of IDSOC consists of two types of production rules: "filter rules" and
"core rules". The function of filter rules is to change the elements of condition parts
of core rules until the whole problem is solved. Core rules play the role of heuristic
decision making to find a suitable solver. The inference engine controls the rule selec-
tion. IDSOC can simplify the complexity of Bolza problems, make decisions on the
problem-solving strategies as well as provide the solution structure, transversality
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conditions and types of some key equations.
SIP (Symbolic Integration Program for Bolza problems), is developed to execute
symbolic integration for solving BaIza problems. This expert system has its knowledge
base, data base and inference engine. It can also be applied to other mathematical prob-
lems that need symbolic integration manipulation.
Meta-system is a supervising expert system that controls and manages the selec-
tion, operation and communication of these programs. A meta-system can thus be
referred to as a control mechanism of meta-level knowledge. However, its organization
and application are different from any reported meta-level control techniques. In this
project, meta-system coordinates symbolic reasoning systems and numeric computing
packages, distributes knowledge into separate expert systems and numeric routines in
order to achieve management efficiency. As we see, IDSOC performs task (a), SIP exe-
cutes task (b), while numeric routines are applied to finish task (c).
This intelligent optimization system has the following important features:
1. it solves various optimization problems by computer,
2. it breaks down the whole search into three reasoning levels such that the
problem can be solved easily and search routines can be simplified,
3. it utilizes "Filter Rules" to reduce production rules and enhances software
efficiency,
4. it modifies the knowledge base and creates new rules in production rule
memory,
5. it applies fuzzy reasoning technique to represent the imprecise knowledge,
and
6. it utilizes the integrated intelligent environment to organize the advanced
intelligent system.
Through the user-friendly interface, the intelligent system can receive the needed
information from the user, perform heuristic search, execute numerical computation and
then provide results quickly both on the screen and from a printer.
The experience from building expert systems for the solved problem has shown
that their power is most apparent when the considered problem is sufficiently complex.
With the help of AI technique, the search would be reduced to less options. For exam-
ple, our expen system IDSOC can finish the search for all cases' and produce the deci-
sion making results in a few seconds after the input infonnation has been provided.
In order to build an efficient expert system, a lot of knowledge representation tech-
niques have been developed. Among the successful AI applications, most of expert
systems are production systems. Production system facilitates the representation of
heuristic reasoning, such that expert systems can be build incrementally as the
knowledge of expertise increases. However, the production system often works in the
domains where the conditions and conclusions are rarely certain. It picks a plausible
solver as its answer to the prototype problem. In most cases, imprecise knowledge may
result in an error-prone solution. The expertise of IDSOC is in the domain of solving
Bolza problems. To a large extent, the reliability of decision making is associated with
the certainty of input infonnation provided by the user. To enhance the reliability of
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IDSOC. fuzzy reasoning techoique is applied to deal with the uncertain input infanna-
tion.
m the process of building expert systems, acquisition and representation of
knowledge are two of the most important steps. The methodology used in this process
is different from that in the prototype problem or in the related quantitative simulation
program. In the process of developing an expert system, some new methods to solve
the problem may be generated, which may complement the solver of the prototype
problem. As usual, the new technique of programming expert systems is sought to
guarantee the realization of new algorithms for this problem.
In this paper, we first illustrate the idea of using AI technique in solving BoIza
problems. The philosophy of problem-solving is also presented. Then. knowledge
representation and implementation issue is discussed in detail. As conclusions, we dis-
cuss the acquisition and representation of expertise knowledge, and then point out that
building an expert system is not just a translation from the existing knowledge into a
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For many years, NAG has been involved in the development, distribution and
maintenance of 'traditional' numerical and statistical software system. These systems
represent comprehensive Ie-usable code stores and fall into two broad categories;
libraries and packages. Each type of system encapsulates for the user. in its own way,
algorithms, techniques and coding styles that represent accumulated 'knowledge' about
numerical and statistical analysis.
NAG has been aware for a number of years of the problems that face users when
presented with ever more complex numerical software systems; how to choose the most
appropriate solution, how to apply that solution and how to interpret the results. In
some problem areas, there exists a bewildering choice of solutions, the relative merits
of which are far from clear to the scientist or engineer trying to apply them. Far too
often the 'easiest', <most available' or <best presented' solution is applied, without
regard to its numerical quality, robustness or appropriateness.
It is increasingly the case that scientists and engineers are rightly more concerned
with solving problems than with writing software. This means that there is a growing
gap between the way reusable algorithmic solutions are being provided and the ways in
which users wish to access those solutions. NAG has been trying to address this prob-
lem through the development of front-end systems for over 5 years. Much of this
development effort has been done using knowledge-based techniques; attempting to
capture and automate appropriate knowledge about the problem and solution domains
and the means of moving effectively between them..
Although this conference is entitled "Expert Systems for Numerical Computing",
we hesitate to use the term <expert system' in describing our current work. Knowledge
may be captured, <engineered' and even automated, we have been doing that for centu-
ries in books and teaching. Expertise, on the other hand, derives from the application
of knowledge over a period of time, and we believe has to date defied capture. One
may easily gain all the knowledge one requires aoout painting from books and course,
but it takes practice and application to become an artist. Our point is that expertise is a
beast we have yet to domesticate to our requirements.
The purpose of NAG's involvement in knowledge-based systems has not been to
replace the existing knowledge-base coded into its software, but to extend the usability
of that knowledge to a wider audience. We should no longer assume that an engineer
wishing to solve a problem is willing to write a program, or even learn a complex pack-
age command language, however, the existing software is too valuable to simply
replace.
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For this reason, NAG has concerned itself mostly with knowledge-based front-
ends (KBEFs). Front-ends to software packages are designed principally to make the
packages easier to use and to extend the facilities provided by the package. They may
be used to tailor a package originally designed for general use to a particular class of
user. Additionally, front-ends have an important commercial role to play, since they
can extend the working life of an existing piece of software. The advantage of using a
front-end instead of developing a new version of the software is that the debugging and
improvements made over the years are not wasted.
Knowledge-based front-ends (KBFEs) are essentially front-ends that contain expli-
citly represented knowledge of the back-end package, e.g., of the syntax and semantics
of the command language, and of the domain in which the system is to be used. They
can therefore advise the user on how the system may be used in general and on how it
may be used efficiently and sensibly in a particular situation. They may also contain
explicit knowledge of the user or users. KBFEs should permit users to interact with the
system using a language familiar to them, rather than the language of the back-end.
We shall now describe a number of systems and projects with which NAG is
involved and indicate the direction we believe such developments will take in the
future.
NAXPERT (Schulze and Cryer) is a decision support system written in PROLOG,
prodUCed to aid in the selection of numerical routines from a Fortran numerical library
(approximately 180 routines). It guides the user towards a suitable routine for his prob-
lem. The system, which runs on an ffiM pC!AT. demonstrates some of the problems of
knowledge representation. Due to the size of the subject library, however, there is not
often a choice of solutions within any given subject area and no higher level knowledge
or guidance on routine usage is given. The experience gained. in this project will be
used to guide the initial work in knowledge encoding and representation as well as pro-
viding some background experience of human computer interface (He!) techniques.
KASTLE is the current working name for a project looking at KBFEs for the NAG
Fortran Library. A multi-level approach is being taken with an initial knowledge~base
of routine information available across the whole library. The knowledge will then be
extended 'upwards' to provide routine selection support and more abstract numerical
problem solving guidance and 'downwards' to provide program generation and run-time
error analysis capabilities. Several different knowledge representation and KBFE
design techniques may be required to complete the system.
NAG is also involved in a proposal under the European ESPRIT II programme.
The proposal is called FOCUS (Front-ends for open and closed user systems) and aims
to develop tools, techniques and methodologies for the prcxluction of KBFEs, plus some
exploitable systems. The term 'closed user systems' covers interactive and batch pack-
ages. The range of subject areas and the varying levels of capabilities that these pack-
ages embody, testify to the usefulness of this style of software presentation. Open user
systems have reusable software components to assist users in the development of appli-
cation software. Such systems are often presented, and referred to, as libraries.
Libraries usually cover one aspect of computing (e.g., numerical analysis or graphics)
or one particular subject area (e.g., signal processing or finite element analysis). These
systems are termed 'open' because the final uses to which the software will be put are
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unknown when the algorithm is originally encooed.
The major KBFE activity with which NAG has been involved is called GLIMPSE
(NP 1654, 1988). GLIMPSE is a KBFE developed as pan of a collaborative project
funded uuder the UK Alvey programme (ALVEY IKBS/033). GLIMPSE (GLlM +
PROLOG + Statistical Expertise), written entirely in PROLOG, provides a knowledge-
based front-end to GLlM 3.77, a widely used FORTRAN statistical package in use at
over 1100 sites worldwide. GLIM provides limited syntactic help in its use and no sta-
tistical help, e.g. on which model to choose and how to assess its adequacy.
GLIMPSE incorporates a new command language that allows the user to specify
actions at a higher level than is possible using GLIM directly. The expressiveness of
the language is enhanced by a flexible functional language for numerical, boolean and
graphical expressions. The specification of each command, or task, may include several
checks, both syntactic and semantic. which are carried out before the task is executed.
Failure of these checks is explained to the user through the explanation facilities of
APES - an augmented PROLOG system. which is used as the main inference mechan-
ism and which also provides declarative dialogue facilities. GLIMPSE incorporates
explicitly represented knowledge of this command language and of statistics and statist-
ical strategy. Users have several types of help available to guide them in the use of the
command language, including a menu/question-driven dialogue to determine the user's
desired action, which is suitable for the complete novice, and a system of argument
prompting for the experienced user.
The first release of GLIMPSE is due in 1988 for use on SUN/3 systems and a
second release is due for the end of 1989.
Most importantly, the system is able to advise the user on statistics and statistical
strategy. Many of the techniques available are based on very recent statistical research.
The main areas in which advice is given are those of data definition, data exploration
and transformation, model selection and model checking.
GLIMPSE differs from most other front-ends in that it is non-authorization, as all
advice can be rejected and it makes use of results found by the user acting indepen-
dently. It is thus very much a co-operative system.
To conclude, a number of exciting systems are already near release or under
development for release in coming years. While we see all of these systems as being
essentially knowledge-based, we do not rule out the idea that 'expertise-based' systems
may be feasible one day either as extensions of these systems, or perhaps as 'expertise-
based front-ends' that treat current KBFEs and KBFEs in turn treat packages and
libraries.
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Many scientific processes can be modeled by partial differential equations. The
growing capabilities of modern computer systems strongly contribute to the computa-
tion of numerical solutions. Strategies for efficient problem solving in this field can be
established with the concept of problem solving environments. A problem solving
environment can be defined as a human interface to hardware and software to assist the
user in the solution of a given class of problems.
PDE, the problem solving environment developed at KFA Juelich/ZAM. offers a
unified interface to pde software implemented. on the central computing facilities and
intends to support the user in the accurate and efficient solution of partial differential
equations. Predefined commands and several model problems provide the means for
the user to concentrate more intensively on the problem itself, rather than on system
specifics, because routine activities are reduced. The problem description and solution
become the central point of the work. In order to achieve this goal, existing software
has been modified to allow the numerical treatment of partial differential equations in
three steps:
• interactive preprocessing under VM/CMS on ffiM 3090,
• balch processing under COS on CRAY X-MP resp. MVS on ffiM 3081,
• interactive postprocessing on ffiM 3090.
At the preprocessing level, the user may select a mathematical software tool from a
menu. After he has decided for a certain tool, the environment responds with a list of
model problems provided for this tool. Now, the user may create his own problem
description and check the syntactical correctness of his input. PDE also provides the
possibility to run small problems at this level in order to check the physical correctness
of the user's specifications (domain, grid generation, etc.).
Access to batch computer systems is supported by automatically generated job
control language. For the solution of time-dependent problems, this aspect becomes
important because PDE provides mechanisms to communicate with an executing batch
job from the preprocessing level in order to supervise the production phase. At each
time step, numerical results are immediately passed to the postprocessing level where
the user can inspect them and decide for continuation or abortion of the production step.
For all mathematical software tools accessible by the dialogue management of
PDE, the postprocessing level provides an identical high-level graphics interface.
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In an university environment, many scientists and students are writing application
programs based on subroutine libraries. I will give an overview on some important
steps during such a program development process and discuss some problems arising
with usage of library routines and demonstrate which tools are available at the Univer-
sity of Karlsruhe computer centre, to overcome some of these problems and to support
!.he access to subroutine libraries.
L Selection of Appropriate Routines
This is one of the most imponant steps of the solution process. On the other hand
users and especially unexperienced users, will have many problems during this phase of
their work because it is often unknown what libraries are available and what are the
contents of certain libraries. At our computer centre, user-shave access to libraries con-
taining several thousand different Fortran subroutines including NAG- and IMSL-
librnry. ACM-algorithms, EISPACK and LINPACK. Without some automatic support
via an information retrieval system, it is a very time and man-power consuming task to
look for appropriate routines in this large and heterogeneous collection of programs.
What a user at least needs is a unique interface that guides him/her in this selection pro-
cess and gives access to documentation of these routines.
For the NAG-library, there exists an On-line HELP System supporting the users of
this library [I]. This system has been installed and successfully used at our centre. At
the end of a search the user has the possibility either to copy the documentation or
example programs to certain routines into a private dataset or to print it. This HELP
System consists of a program reading keywords and outputting accompanying messages
and a set of information files containing texts and directives establishing relationships.
between different pieces of information. We enlarged this system by setting up
different sets of information files that reflect the contents and structure of other
libraries. So we can use it to guide the user during selection of subroutines in different
libraries. The search may be done via keywords (e.g. pde, elliptic) or may be driven by
the HELP-system. In the latter case, the search is done in a hierarchical Structure of
menus.
n. Calling a Library Routine
When subroutines from a library are called from a USer program there occur very
often errors in setting of parameters, dimensioning of work arrays or handling of error
indicators. Most of these more or less formal errors could be omitted, if good example
programs or program frames were offered to the user. So the user of a library routine
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only has to adapt the problem depending parts of the program. This is much less pro-
gramming effon. The program templates can also be used in a program generator
which will be demonstrated with the library FIDISOL.
FIDISOL (finite difference solver) is a set of Fortran subroutines for the solution
of systems of 2- and 3-dimensional elliptic and parabolic PDE's developed by Professor
W. Schonauer at the University of Karlsruhe computer center [2]. In order to call A
FIDISOL program the user has to write some additional Fortran subroutines for the
computation of the differential equations. the boundary conditions and the Jacobian
matrices and a main program to define grid sizes. accuracy requirements. etc. As with
other routines for the solution of nonlinear systems of differential equations or for non-
linear optimization, lots of errors arise when writing the programs for the Jacobian
matrices. So we will develop a preprocessor that generates a complete job including
the Fortran programs and all necessary JCL, e.g., to allocate datasets or to create
scratch files of the right size. This preprocessor is based on A. Hem's package
REDUCE [3] and the REDUCE application program GENTRAN [4J. The only input
the user will have to supply are problem specific data
This program generator which works on template files should easily be adaptable
to other application areas or other program libraries.
m. Running the Program
When the application program will be run with the oser's data, only limited sup-
pon is available for handling exceptional cases. Library routines often only set an error
indicator and the user has to handle it. The exceptional cases can be split up into two
groups i.e., formal errors (e.g. some parameters are wrong) and situations where a rou-
tine cannot solve the problem. Such situations may be; no convergence in an iterative
algorithm or some accuracy requirements cannot be met, etc. For this second group,
only very limited knowledge is available to the users and also to the supporting group
of the computer centre. Here we expect that in the future. not only the numerical
features of library routines will grow, but also manufacturers of program libraries will
make more knowledge of handling exceptional situations available to users.
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1. Introduction
The question of "special pwpose program" versus "general black box solver" is
discussed. The requirements for a PDE solver are presented: full flexibility of the PDE
and boundary condition (Be) operators. of the solution operator (quality of approxima-
tion) and of the geometry; necessity of a quality control (error statement), self-
adaptation. The choices for the black box solver FIDISOL (see Section I7 in [1] are
elliptic and parabolic nonlinear systems of PDEs. variable order FDM on a rectangular
domain, self-adaptation. Short discussion of hyperbolic PDEs (discontinuities) and of
the FEM (full geometrical flexibility).
2. Brief Outline of the Solution Method of FIDISOL
Presentation of PDE and Be operators, family of difference formulae with access
to a "practicable" error estimate, error equation and balancing of errors as solution phi-
losophy, control of consistency order and grid spacing for minimal computation, stop-
ping criteria for Newton-Raphson method, "numerical engineering" decisions. Discus-
sion of iterative linear solver LINSOL as a polyalgorithm, stopping criterion. Testing
procedure by "artificial PDEs". Extension to more geometrical flexibility by KAD-
SOL; corner singularities.
3. Interaction Between User and PDE Solver
Presentation of the sophisticated user interface of FIDISOL, see [2], necessity to
control the solution process by the user. The parameter list for FIDISOL (and desirable
extensions) demonstrates the interaction between the user and FIDISOL in the solution
procedure, the user must "guide" FIDISOL. But the user himself must be guided by
experience and knowledge in order to be able to help FIDISOL, he has to make
"numerical engineering" decisions. Discussion of the unsuitableness of a "shell"
around FIDISOL which "hides" the solution process. Could an expert system with a
knowledge base "FIDISOL user" provide the necessary help to the inexperienced user?
4. Expert Systems and Their (present) Limits
The formal state of the art for expert systems Is to be found. e.g. in [3.4]. The
basic features of KESS (Karlsruhe Expert System Shell), an experimental hybrid expert
system shell with frames, production rules and PROLOG logic are presented. The
economic justification of an expert system is discussed in general from the point of
view of system analysis [5]: rationalization (easing the burden of a single advisor),
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hyper-advisor (combining the experience of several advisors with different background),
documentation and conservation of knowledge (against fluctuation of staff). But we are
only at the beginning of the knowledge about the application of expert systems for
complicated situations, we have to go by small steps. For a commercial application, the
revenue must be higher than the cost of feeding the knowledge base, that must be large
enough to exceed the acceptance threshold.
5. What Can or Cannot Deliver Numerical Expert Systems for PDEs
The present situation in the field of expen systems on the one hand and of the
knowledge of the solution of PDEs on the other hand, make it unsuitable and
uneconomic to develop a general expert system for the solution of (all types of) PDEs,
because the necessary knowledge base must be extremely large for attaining the accep-
tance threshold and the field of interest is at the same time not yet settled down, but
still in a dynamic development. Even the knowledge that is necessary to design FIDI-
SOL is too extensive to be filled into an expert system shell for economic reasons. But
the suppon of FIDISOL could he esseotially improved by a knowledge base
"FIDISOL-user" as a comfortable instructor and advisor, which could make available
the experience of our group to all users of FIDISOL without the necessity of local spe-
cialist for each installation. The basic ideas for the structure and implementation of
"FIDISOL-user" within KESS will be presented. Such an expert system would be the
optimal user's guide for such a complicated PDE solver.
6. Conclusion
The requirements for a PDE solver and the realization in the FIDISOL program
package have been presented.. The user interface illustrates the necessary details of
interaction between user and program. An expert system "FIDISOL-user" would be
an excellent user's guide and advisor for such a complicated program package.
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This paper discusses the potential benefits of coupling artificial intelligent (AI) and
numerical computation for engineering designs. Three examples involving axial cool-
ing fan design, controlled vortex design of turbine stage blade angles, and preliminary
design of turbine cascade profile are presented. Various artificial intelligent techniques
including knowledge-based systems, intelligent search, and pattern recognition are used
to improve the cost and performance of engineering design by means of providing
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Many time dependent processes involve both general and other significantly local-
ized phenomena. These localized phenomena are often critical to the overall chemical
and physical behaviors of the process. For large scale physical modeling, it is fre-
qy.ently impossible to usc a uniform grid in the numerical procedure, which is
sufficiently fine to resolve the local phenomena without yielding numbers of unknowns
too large for even the largest of supercomputers. Since these physical processes are
often dynamic, an efficient numerical simulation requires the ability to perform dynamic
grid refinement
Starting with a coarse grid with sufficient resolution to capture the general
phenomena, grids with higher resolution would be placed at those areas of the domain
where localized phenomena occur. This procedure can be made recursive resulting in a
series of grid levels where resolution increases from coarse to fine [1]. The implicit
assumption when using an adaptive method is the knowledge of how to control the grid
placement and/or removal. The algorithm,utilized to determine where the localized
phenomena are occurring is the fundamental key to the overall success of the method in
Work supported by National Science Foundation GI1lDIs ECS 851S1S3 and RII-OK·8610676 (fast 10).
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being able to model the process [1,2].
One approach to grid placement is to utilize a measure of the error in the actual
solution and assume that the integration procedure will produce higher errors at those
areas where localized phenomena are part of the solution [3,4]. Another approach is to
identify the occurrence of localized phenomena by evaluating an entity which has a
direct relationship to the phenomena, such as a gradient or percent of value change.
Whatever the approach, we define an activity indicator as any algorithm that attempts to
identify the occurrence of localized phenomena over a given domain, and can be used
to control the placement or removal of higher resolution grids.
Discussion
The goal is to obtain the "best" activity indicator to utilize with a self-adaptive
grid method, with the aid of a knowledge-based system. It is clear that different prob-
lems may have different "best" indicators and it is also possible that a feasible combi-
nation of several indicators is the recommended choice.
Different strategies. when utilized with the same problem, produce different and
sometimes, conflicting results. Method 1 (see Table 1) seems to be more efficient in
tenns of overall execution time. actual integration time and maximum error. Method 2
yields a better result in tenns of number of points in the higher resolution grids and
average error. Method 3 produces the best results in terms of timings and number of
points but fails with respect to errors. These conflicting results lead us to believe that a
great number of problems with similar localized phenomena would have to be solved
and all the results analyzed before conclusions could be drawn about what is the best
activity indicator for a given class of problems.
Table I
Activity indicator parameter values
method toL time inL time no. uoints error max. error
1 8.35 6.78 2847 0.300 1.40
2 9.28 7.37 2231 0.222 1.42
3 5.25 3.91 1688 0.400 1.57
Note: integration time = time updating a grid one time step error = average error on
coarsest grid
We automate this process using a knowledge-based system which adjusts its
parameters based on its previous experience with similar problems [5]. First, a
classification of problems is specified: on a broad view, it includes hyperbolic and para-
bolic problems, further refined into problems with moving fronts, singularities, a
discontinuities. etc. To flag the areas where a finer grid becomes necessary, a number
of other indicators are developed (Richardson's extrapolation, 2nd derivatives, percent
of change from time step to time step, equi-distribution of error, etc.). These together
with the three different methods used in Table I (percent of change from one cell to its
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neighbors, function value, gradient), fanTIs a comprehensive set of indicators which
includes feasible combinations of the methods mentioned. Although the mathematics
of some of these methods are well understood, there are no clear rules about when to
use a given method with a given problem.
A set of parameters relevant to the qualification of the results obtained when solv-
ing a problem with any particular indicator have been determined. At this point, this
set includes total time, integration time, average error, maximum error, number of grids
created, and grid size. These parameters are used to assign a score to each use of an
indicator.
We establish a database containing infonnation about classes of problems and
activity indicators. The original information should reflect the fact that any indicator is
equally good for any problem class. The goal of the automated procedure is to receive
the infonnation ahout a problem identifying its class, to solve the problem utilizing
each activity indicator separately, analyze the results obtained, and assign the score for
the indicator. With all the scores collected, the database can be accessed and the infor-
mation for the problem class updated to reflect the new experience. One easy way of
perfonnmg this update is to compute a weighted average between the stored data and
the new scores. Another option is to allow user-defined weights. a problem might be
more significant than another, in spite of belonging to the same class.
At any point in time, the stored infonnation reflects our experience in solving
problems with different characteristics, using different activity indicators. We can con-
tinue the process until a plateau is reached, a new problem does not change the database
in a significant way. An analysis of the final database values will indicate if one or a
feasible combination of indicators is the "best" solution for a class of problems.
Further, the weights to be given to the indicators participating in a combination can be
easily established.
Summary
Adaptive grid techniques can be used to model time-dependent processes, without
requiring the utilization of super computers. The basic goal is the detennination of an
efficient procedure to control the placement/removal of high resolution grids. It is hard
to detennine. a priori, which activity indicator is the "best" for a given class of prob-
lems.
By developing an automated procedure that adjusts its ·parameters (using a
knowledge~based system) in order to reflect previous and actual experiences solving
problems with different indicators, we will' obtain infonnation which can be used to
establish if any particular indicator, or a feasible combination of them, is •'best" suited
for use with a particular set of problems, and also determine how much each weight
should be given to each indicator if they are part of a combination.
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Typically Fast Fourier Transfonns have artificial restrictions on their lengths, not
because of any theoretical difficulty, but because the algorithms required are less com-
plex. The design knowledge needed to synthesize FFrs for an arbitrary number of
points is complex and currently done manually by an expert. This paper addresses the
following two issues: (1) the application-specific problem of finding a good algorithm
for an FFf on an arbitrary number of points, and (2) the application-independent prob-
lem of developing an automated design tool to capture the expert knowledge required to
build domain-specific applications.
As members of the Symbolic Math subsystem of the Express project, (Expert
Requirements Expression and System Synthesis), at Lockheed's Software Techoology
Center. we are developing an FFf synthesis capability. Express is a knowledge~based
software development system designed to support the entire software life cycle from
specification to code. Very high level domain-specific specifications can be made exe-
cutable via knowledge-based compiler techniques. Express intends to exploit
knowledge-based characteristics such as domain languages. code synthesis and reusabil-
ity to automate the currently manual software engineering process. The high degree of
reusability in the aerospace/defense industry lends itself to the Express concept
Signal processing is one domain where we see a high degree of reusability. Since
FFTs are a major component of any signal analysis system, expert FFf synthesis would
be beneficial. This synthesis can be accomplished by choosing from several techniques
developed by Rader, Winograd and others. These techniques provide a divide and con-
quer approach to designing arbitrary length FFfs. The division is based on the prime
factorization of the number of points of an FFr. For example, if N = PI, ... , Pk is
the number of points of the transfonn, then a Good-Thomas algorithm provides a way
of splitting an N point FFT into k smaller FFTs on the prime factors P t, ... , Pk.
Radar [I] first realized that the difficult part of calculating a P point FFT where P Is
prime, is calculating a P - I point convolution. Winograd's [2] contribution was to
write this convolution as a polynomial product modulo another polynomial. He then
used methods of complexity theory to increase the efficiency of the product calculation.
However, the difficulty with Winograd's approach is that when the prime is large, the
number of "no count" multiplies in his algorithm grows and the efficiency of the algo-
rithm is reduced. Our approach is to use Winograd's technique when P is small. When
P is large, we write the P - I point convolution as a Fourier Transform on P - I
points. Since P is prime, P - I is even and therefore factors. Hence, we can recur-
sively apply Good-Thomas as above on the prime factors of P - 1. This continues
until all the primes of the algorithm are small enough to apply Winograd's approach
effectively.
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The Symbolic Math subsystem of Express will provide a more natural fann of
mathematical specification based upon both knowledge-based domain libraries for com-
mon aerospace applications, and Macsyma code. Its capabilities will include capturing
and replaying interactive analyses and storing domain knowledge as rules. Rules
attached to a particular domain library class will generate a search space of alternative
implementations based on time, space, current target machine characteristics and other
requirements. Costing factors will act to truncate the search space.
The Domain libraries allow infonnation about different algorithms and their distin-
guishing criteria to be stored in a domain class object and reused any number of times.
These libraries are implemented as class hierarchies in Refine, a knowledge-based pro-
gramming language. For example. an FFf algorithm such as a Good-Thomas algorithm
would be represented as a domain class that is a subclass of an FFT class, which in tum
has further parent classes.
The user can specify that they want an FFT on a given number of points without
specifying which algorithm. The rules associated with the FFf domain class will gen-
erate the space of alternative algorithms. The two actions that a rule can use to gen-
erate an alternative are to specialize it (go from an FFf to a Good-Thomas FFI') or to
decompose the problem into smaller parts (go from a Good-Thomas with factors 3 and
5 to two subproblems -- an FFf on 3 points AND an FFf on 5 points). These two
behaviors will produce and And/Or search space. Since the solution space may be
extremely large, it is impractical to search it exhaustively. Heuristic cost methoos asso-
ciated with each alternative's domain class will prune the search space.
All the infonnation about the expansion of the solution space and the final solution
path are stored with the KB object as the 'derivation' history. Ultimately the user will
be able to replay or modify it using a "Guided Mode" of interaction. From the deriva-
tion history, we extract a control list which specifies the FFf partitioning. TItis list is
passed to Macsyma code which synthesizes optimized FFT code from this partition
infonnation. Macsyma utilities allow Fortran and C code to be generated from
Macsyma code.
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1. Introduction
The study to select the optimal algorithm for given problems [1,2] becomes very
important in the field of scientific computing. A lot of work is in progress over a com-
bination of numerical algoritJuns and expert systems [3]. However, it seems that the
interest is limited to the only automatic numerical algorithm selection and making
user's interfaces.
Why are we using the numeric algorithms only? Couldn't we have done unneces-
sary numerical computing? Have we forgotton the potentiality of the symbolic compu-
tation? Why not use both?
Here, we propose a different approach of the algorithm selection problem from the
above point. Our study is based on the hybrid algebraic-numerical computation. It
remains some possibilities that the optimal numerical algorithm will be replaced by the
hybrid algorithm. To attain our purpose easily, It is required to make a portable hybrid
computation system.
In 2, a brief summary of algorithm selection problem and the reconsideration of
the problem in the hybrid computation are described Our interest in this paper is in the
comparison of the 'best' numerical integration and the hybrid integration. In 3, new
hybrid computation system which is written in Prolog and runs on the ffiM-PC is men-
tioned. The system has a powerful interface between symbolic computations and
numerical computations. The use of Prolog in the system will be useful for the expert
system. We give our conclusions in 4.
2. Tbe A1goritbm Selection Problem
The problem of selecting the best numerical algorithm has been studied by Rice et
aI [i,2]. Measures for the algorithm selection are
1. degree of convergence, complexity and robustness.
2. computer time, used memory.
and so on. Especially for the numerical integration, two criteria are considered. They
are efliciency and reliability. Selecting algorithms depends on types of integrand.
Numerical integrations give accurate results and very fast for integrand having
mathematical smoothness. However, numerical integrations become inefficient for
oscillating integrands, noisy integrand and so on. This is also pointed out by Miller [4].
In the cases, it seems that new criterion should be added to two criteria above. In case
of oscillating integrands, the result by the numerical integration is unreliable. On the
other hand, symbolic integration gives satisfiable results. Even if an integrand is
mathematically smooth, the result by the symbolic integration is, sometimes, more
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useful than the result by the numerical integration.
3, The Hybrid Computation System SYNC
SYNC (Symbolic and Numerical Computation) Is a portable hybrid computation
system and run on the mM-pc. It is written mainly in Prolog (Arity-Prolog (1M) )
and partially in C. Special features of SYNC are listed as follows:
1. A variable occurs in a mathematical expression is assigned to a prime number
[5].
2. The data structure is adequate to portable' systems.
3. The format of functions of SYNC's symbolic manipulation parts is similar to
that of usual symbolic computation system.
4. SYNC has a powerful interface between symbolic computations and numeri-
cal computations.
5. Symbolic results are easily translated to FORTRAN programs and numerical
FORTRAN results are used in SYNC.
6. SYNC has its own programming language. The programming language is
similar to Pascal and is easy to program. The data structure of SYNC is
shown in Figure 1. The hierarchical data structure and corresponding state-
ments of predicates are also shown. In Figure 2, some examples of SYNC's
programs are given. Here, zeros of a polynomial f are obtained by the
numerical Newton's method and the symbolic polynomial division.
4. Summary
The problem of selecting the best algorithm has been considered only as a part of
numerical computation. Here, we propose that problems should be under the environ-
ment of the hybrid computation so as to take the advantages of both numeric and sym-
bolic methods. The idea seems to be favorable in singularities. To better use of hybrid
computation, the hybrid computation system is essential. Further investigation of the
hybrid computation is important for problems in which the numerical computation
works very poorly.
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Mawata proposed an idea that a variable in an expression is assigned to a prime
number. The idea is quite similar to our idea used in SYNc. Here, we notice that
our research is done independently with Reference [5].
<- user's input
<- system output
<- fig ( symbolic)
<- residual
<- 2.0 is a fortran's result
<- load symbolic divisor
scale ~ 1.25i A: box ht .5i wid 2i "Normal Expression""( N.E. )"; B: box ht .375i wid
1.5i "Polynomial" with .nw at A.s -(0,1i); C: box ht .375i wid 2.25i "Rational Expres-
sion" with .nw at B.sw -(0,.375i); line left .25i from C.w then up 1.9375i; line left .25i
from B.w;
D: box ht .375i wid Ii "Number" with .s at C.ne +(0,.75i); line left 2i from D.w; line
right .25i from D.e;
,
E: box ht .375i wid 1.5i "Big integer" with .nw at D.e +(.5i,0); line left .25i from E.w;
F: box ht .375i wid 2i "Rational number" with .nw at E.sw -(0,.25i);
G: box ht .375i wid Ii "Real" with .sw at E.ne +(.25i,0); H: box ht .375i wid Ii
"Integer" with .s at G.n +(0,.25i); line left .25i from F.w then up 1.625i then right 2i;






<Q> fac(X):(f:~I, for :i=1 to X do f:~f*i,f)
<A> done. l'
<Q> fac( 10). define function
<A> 3628800.
<Q> f:~(x-2)·(x-5)·(x-IO).
<A> x"3 - 17 II< x"2 + 80 '" x - 100.
<Q> df:~dif(f,x). <- symbolic differentiation





*"'* fortran compiler messages "''''*








<A> x"2 - 15.0 * x + 50.0 <R quotient
<Q> f:=ws.
<A> xA2 - 15.0 * x + 50.0.
<Q> df:=dif(f,x).
<A> 2 * x - 15.0.
<Q> fortran newton(f,df,xO,eps,y).
<Q> g:=x-y.
<A> x - 5.0.
<Q> po1div(f,g).
7.10542736E-15
<A> x - 10.0
Figure 2.
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The [min] Pade approximant to the power series (function) fis a rational function
Pm (z )/Qn(z) defined such that its Maclaurin series agrees with the initial series f up to
the order m + n. and where Pm and QII are the polynomials of degrees m and n respec-
tively. Many arguments point out that the use of the Pade approximants improves con-
siderably exactness and speed of numerical computations. In fact, Pade approximant
replaces some truncated series, it is: a polynomial, into corresponding rational function,
which has much more specific properties remaining in many cases the original approxi-
mating function. The general numerical question is, how to choose a •'good" Pade
approximant (they are the degrees m and n of numerator and denominator respectively)
from the finite set of Pade approximants which can be computed? In our previous
work, we have fonnulated the practical Best Pad" Approximant (BPA) problem and we
have proposed many numerical algoritluns for the BPA choice. In general. the choice
is determined by the knowledge of a finite sequence of computed (or experimental)
coefficients of a power series. Of course, any additional information about an approxi-
mating function can help a good choice.
The proposed expert system, which is now under preparation, unifies essentially
six algoritluns for the BPA choice. The initial information given by the finite sequence
of coefficients is analyzed an one algorithm is chosen. The result of this computation
decides if another algorithm must be used also, and so on. If our system finds that all
used algorithms lead to the compatible choice, the decision of the BPA choice is given;
if not, the •'weak" decision is given if it is needed. Of course, the analysis depends on
the degree of need and on the computing time limit The great difficulty is due to the
different floating point representations in the computers. Consequently. our algorithms
must be modified with respect to the many factors of those representations and they are
n9t easily transportahle, for instance, from ffiM 16 hase representation to the IEEE
micro computer 754 standard.
The present work is the first attempt to answer the frequently posed question in
computer centers. "We wish to use a Pade approximant, but which one?"
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Automatic Derivation of Constitutive Equations
H.Q. Tan
Department of Mathematical Sciences
The University of Akron
Akron, OH 44325
1. Introduction
Structural alloys used in high temperature applications exhibit complex ther-
momechanical behavior that is inherently time-dependent and hereditary, in the sense
that current behavior depends not only on current conditions but on thermomechanical
history. Considerable attention is now being focused on metal matrix composite
materials that, in addition, posses strong directional characteristics. In high temperature
application, these materials exhibit all the complexities of conventional alloys (e.g.,
creep. relaxation, recovery, fate sensitivity, etc.) and, in addition, their strong initial
anisotropy adds further complexities.
A continuum theory is proposed by Robinson et al. [2,3,4] for representing the
high-temperature deformation behavior of metallic composite materials. A class of
constitutive equations in which the inelastic strain rate and internal state are expressible
as gradients of a dissipation potential function is extended for a composite.
However, the derivation of those equations is very time consuming and involves
complicated lengthy expressions. Thus, the automation of the derivation process
becomes crucial for further development of this new theory. A problem oriented pack-
age called SDlCE (Symbolic Derivation of Constitutive Equations), running under
MACSYMA [10], capable of automatically deriving those constitutive models in
analytical form. has been developed. In addition an automatic code generation pro-
cedure, suitable for finite element applications, has been included for the derived analyt-
ical forms [1,5,6,7,8,9].
2. Continuum Theory and Automatic Equation Derivation Using SDICE
The starting point here is the assumed existence of a dissipation potential function
n for the composite material. For example, in the isotropic case, "the function n takes
the form of
Q = k 2 [/_1 f(F)dF + I!i- g(G)dG]
2~ H
(1)
where the dependence for the applied stress enters through the scalar functions F('Lij )
and the dependence of the internal stress enters through the scalar function G(aij)' And
the stress dependence is given by,
The work reported herein has been supported in part by the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration Lewis Research Center under Grant No. NAG 3-872 and by the Nalional Science








and L .. are components of effective stress. SiJ" are components of applied derivation
'J
stress, ajj are uniaxial internal stress and Ojj is Kronecker delta. The first step of the
derivation process is to find the flow law





ai' = -hp -- (5)
J CJajj
where Eij denotes the components of the inelastic strain rate tensor and h ~ is a scalar
function of internal stress.
It can be seen that direct use of a symbolic computation systems such as
MACSYMA to derive those equations is possible, but very tedious did not straightfor-
ward. Furthennore. MACSYMA only provides general purpose procedures that are not
suitable for this application. Thus, a software such as SDlCE can be a very useful tool
to material model researchers. Presently, SDICE has the following features imple-
mented in it, i.e.,
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1. a user-friendly interface (familiarity with MACSYMA is not expected),
2. special algorithms, which are capable of resourceful reasoning, to facilitate
the derivation process,
3. expression simplification and substitution which are carried out during the
whole derivation process by several levels of processing. and
4. code optimization and program efficiency through program modularization.
automatic intennediate labels generation and utilization of symmetric rela-
tions in the given problem.
By the application of this package, we have derived constitutive equations of five
different models. i.e., 1) isotropic model with J2 only, 2) isotropic model with J2 and
J3, 3) anisotropic model with lz only, 4) anisotropic model with lz and J" and 5)
hyper-elastic model.
It is ex.pected that this symbolic procedure can provide a significant incentive to
the development of new constitutive theories and their applications (e.g., finite element
analysis). Also it is hoped that such a package can greatly enhance the current research
of anisotropic continuum based constitutive models for metal matrix. composites.
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SESSION 6
Assistant Systems for Scientific Software
The GAMS Interface to Scientific Software
Ronald F. Boisvert
Center for Computing and Applied Mathematics
National Bureau of Standards
Gaithersburg, MD 20899
There has been a tremendous increase in the production of reusable scientific
software during the past decade. In addition, there has been an even more striking
increase in the diversity of computing devices available to scientists and engineers. At
the National Bureau of Standards (NBS), for example, more than 4400 software
modules are available to users from 28 packages. These include subprogram libraries
such as IMSL, NAg, and PORT, program libraries such as BMDP, and systems such as
DATAPLOT, ELLPACK, and MATLAB. Each module may be supported on one or
more local computing devices which range from supercomputers (e.g., Cyber 205) to
minisupers (e.g., Convex C-120), mainframes (e.g., Cyber 855), minis (e.g., Vax
11/785), and nticros (e.g., ffiM PC). Such growth has engendered an increasing burden
on scientific computing support staffs who wish to provide the best in scientific
software to their clients. In such an environment, it may be quite a tedious and error-
prone task to simply detennine whether there is a software module which solves a
given problem on a given computing device.
The Guide to Available Mathematical Software (GAMS) project at the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS) studies techniques to help scientists and engineers make
effective use of software collections of this type. Our techniques have been guided by
several criteria: (a) access to data about software should be both problem-oriented (for
users) and package-oriented (for maintainers), (b) information should be available both
on-line and off-line, (c) the techniques should be portable, (d) the techniques must be
demonstrable useful in the NBS computing environment, and (e) the system must be
maintainable by a very smali staff (1-2 persons).
The core of the GAMS system is a tree-structured problem-oriented classification -
scheme for mathematical and statistical problems. The classification scheme is quite
detailed, currently containing about 740 nodes. Each software module is assigned one
or more classifications.
A relational database has been developed to contain the data describing all
modules and their classifications. The data on each module is partitioned into two sets:
data which is machine-independent and data which describes the implementation of the
module on a particular computing system. Examples of machine-independent data are
the package to which a module belongs and a short description of what it does; exam-
ples of machine-dependent data are the module's precision and access procedures. An
important feature of the GAMS system is that data for all software and all machines is
integrated into a single database. This greatly eases the burden on maintainers, but it
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also allows us to help users to decide where to do their computation as well as how to
do it. The database has been implemented using RIM) a commercial database system
which is available on a wide variety of machines.
While software maintainers may be expected to he able to peruse a relational data-
base interactively using a SQL-like query system, software users cannot. Thus, a
number of application programs have been written to provide friendly interfaces to the
data. The principal of these is the GAMS Interactive Consultant (GAMSIC). GAMSIC
allows users to traverse the classification scheme in search of software to solve their
problems. At classification nodes for which software is available users are presented
short (i.e., one page) summaries of each module. Users may restrict the search based
upon several criteria including availability on a particular machine, precision, portabil-
ity, and existence in a particular library. Since off-line software catalogs are also desir-
able, we have developed programs which query the database and produce output in TeX
fonnat suitable for generating a printed GAMS Catalog. Other database application
programs that have been developed include programs for updating and transfonning the
data.
GAMS is in use daily at NBS and elsewhere, and has proven to be an effective
tool for software users and maintainers alike. Nevertheless, a number of avenues for
improvement remain. We concentrate on three areas of weakness of the current system.
1. The system has no mathematical knowledge other than the classification
scheme.
This malees GAMSIC difficult to use by those who find it difficult to classify
their problems. The difficulty may simply be one of tenninology or the prob-
lem itself may not be very well fonnulated. Such users might better be
served with a natural language interface. In order to do this, the GAMSIC
must have a more extensive mathematical vocabulary, and must know how
various mathematical problems are related.
2. Many software modules may exist for same problem.
In spite of the high level of detail in the classification scheme one still often
linda classes with very many modules (the NAg libnuy alone has 14 separate
subprograms for stiff initial value problems). The user's ability to declare
module selection criteria reduces this problem, but a more general solution is
necessary. Many modules have special features which are inappropriate to
enumerate in the classification scheme, for example, graphical output, reverse
communication, or handling obscure special cases. Such infonnation needs
to be represented in the database, and new methods for presenting these
choices to the user must be found.
3. The database does not contain enough detail to instruct users on how to actu-
ally use the software.
Once a suitable software module has been identified no further help can now
be obtained from GAMSIC. However, an expert consultant might also be
able to provide a complete program for solving the user's problem based
upon the selected software. One could do this by augmenting the database
with templates of programs for solving the given problem. Information on
problem-dependent parameters could also be stored, which would allow
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GAMSIC to query the user for appropriate values and then modify the tem-
plate accordingly.
In this paper we shall describe the current status of the GAMS project in some
detail. We then shall enumerate some of the weaknesses of the system and explore how
some ideas from knowledge engineering can be used to alleviate them.
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Automated Consultation Systems for the Selection of
Mathematical Software
Ian Gladwell*, Michael Lucks** and David f.Y. Yun**
*Department of Mathematics
**Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Southern Methodist University
Dallas, TX 75205
For many classes of mathematical problems, such as differential equations, alge-
braic equations and nonlinear optimization problems, there are no efficient general pur-
pose algorithms. Instead. there exist a multiplicity of numerical techniques, each
optimized for problems displaying particular properties. In addition, there are many
symbolic techniques from which closed form solutions may be obtained for a variety of
special cases. The implementations of these varied techniques in numerical libraries
and in symbolic manipulation systems greatly complicates the task of selecting, among
many choices, the software most appropriate for a user's problem. In addition to
knowledge of the software options, the user must have some mathematical expertise in
order to determine the category into which a problem falls. Since the vast majority of
users in the scientific and engineering communities are neither mathematicians nor
software specialists, there is a clear need for some form of automated assistance. The
major drawback of previous efforts to provide this aid is that little, if any, computa-
tional assistance has been supplied to help determine the mathematical properties of the
input problem - instead, the user has been expected to provide this infonnation. A
second significant problem with existing systems is that they are difficult to modify or
extend.
In this paper we describe a new approach for mathematical software consultation
systems that addresses the above deficiencies. We argue that an effective consultant
requires an integrated computational environment that pools the resources of a wide
range numeric, symbolic and inferential techniques. To avoid the huge programming
task of implementing these techniques from scratch, our system is capable of accessing
existing software written in different programming languages, including Fortran, C,
Lisp and Prolog. In addition, interactive computer algebra systems, such as
MACSYMA and REDUCE may be employed for symbolic analysis. The mixed-
language environment is supervised by an intelligent interface that possesses and uses
knowledge of the protocols and data representations required by the supported
languages/systems. The initial goal of the project is to develop a consultant for the
selection of ordinary differential equation software. ODEs are a challenging applica-
tion, containing a great many software options and requiring a wide variety of analyti-
cal techniques. In addition, there are several existing ODE consultation systems to
which our results may be compared. Eventually, we plan to investigate the feasibility
of extracting the kernel of the resulting system from which effective consultation sys-
tems may be generated for arbitrary domains of mathematical and scientific
This work was supponed in part by Texas Instruments, Inc.
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computation via encoded knowledge submitted by an expert in the domain. We believe
that the ODE problem domain is sufficiently complex so that this feasibility study will
be realistic.
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The Graphics Advisor -
A Prototypical Advisory Expert System
Kathryn P. Berkbigler and Patricia A. Max
Computing & Communications Division
Los Alamos National Laboratory
The Graphics Advisor is an expert system that helps users of the Los Alamos
Integrated Computing Network select the graphics library that is best suited to the
characteristics of a specific graphics application. The ex.pert system detennines the pre-
ferred library by matching the graphic features required by the user with the features
suppcrted in each library using rules furnished by an expert on the graphics libraries.
Although the domain knowledge of the Graphics Advisor is oriented toward libraries
which are supported by the Computing and Communications Division at Los Alamos, it
exemplifies a class of knowledge based systems which are potentially useful in a
variety of advisory situations.
The Graphics Advisor is implemented in the Knowledge Engineering Environment
(KEE), an expert system development tool from Intellicorp. Static knowledge about the
features present in each graphics library is represented in frames containing a slot for
each characteristic. Constraints on the allowable values a characteristic may take on are
enforced by KEE. Rules are used to represent the expert's heuristics about the condi-
tions under which a particular library is applicable. The rules in the Graphics Advisor
are divided into two rule classes. The first set of rules eliminates those libraries which
cannot be used for the application because they do not support some feature that the
user requires. The second group of rules chooses the preferred library when several
libraries could be used. Preferences are based on subjective criteria such as superior
functionality, ease of use, and documentation quality. The reasons for eliminating
libraries from consideration are accumulated in the knowledge base as the expert sys-
tem runs, and are available to the user as an explanation.
The user interface is implemented in a direct manipulation style. The user utilizes
a mouse to point at and select the desired graphics features from phrases which are
displayed in windows on the display. The locus of control is user-centered, allowing
the user complete flexibility in the order in which graphic features are specified. A
detailed description of each feature may be invoked, also by using the mouse. Demons
help control the presentation of the user interface since some options are legitimate only
when certain other options have been selected. Users may provide feedback to the
expert system developer by typing in comments which are saved in a file for subsequent
perusal.
The prototype of the Graphics Advisor was developed on a 11 Explorer Lisp
machine, and has been ported to variety of other workstations including Sun and Vaxs-
tation. The graphics domain knowledge in the prototype has been validated by several
graphics experts who agree that the expert system is ready for friendly users. We are
now exploring some of the possible options for delivering the system to our user com-
munity. The delivery options represent varying degrees of compromise between
preserving the current direct manipulation user interface with its many desirable
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properties and making the system available to all of our users, many of whom do not
have a tenninal that supports the direct manipUlation style.
Possible future enhancements to this expert system include broadening the scope
of the knowledge to include other libraries such as mathematical subroutine libraries, or
deepening the scope of the graphics knowledge to include infonnation about when and
how to use the specific subroutines in a library.
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This presentation describes an expert system, ASSISTANT, that runs on a Sym-
bolies 3600 but invokes numerical codes written in FORTRAN on a micro VAX. It is
the result of a project whose purpose was to investigate and develop an expert system
that could reduce the amount of human intervention required to process sensor data and
that could be used to detennine a more optimal sensor system. The focus was on the
concept of a hybrid expert system, software that incorporates human expertise to direct
the more traditional numerical techniques of signal analysis.
An exemplary task, the evaluation of seismic array data to determine optimal array
configurations for test ban treaty applications. was selected in order to develop this con-
cept
To evaluate seismic array performance. an analyst examines seismic events using
certain strategies, define procedures that involve existing numerical codes, decisions
based on intermediate results, and criteria for inreresting results. The intent of the
expert system is to emulate what the human analyst does with minimal direction from
the analyst for numerous events and numerous strategies. In other words, the expert
system is intended to be the analysist's assistant The expert system is not and was not
intended to be an automated system for interpreting and classifying seismograms.
The task of evaluating seismic array peIfonnance was chosen because it contains
essential components of the hybrid expert system concept, namely:
• human expertise in analyzing the data,
• established numerical techniques for analyzing the data.
• massive amounts of data requiring analysis, and
• optimization of the sensor system, Le., the seismic array.
The selected task proved to be a very appropriate application and has lead to a
powerful concept for an expert system. Outstanding features .of the expert system
include:
• the overall template format for easy application to new problem areas,
• the ability to learn, or more precisely to be taught,
• a generalized optimization problem fonnat for analyzing the data, and
• the ability to interface with existing FORTRAN code on a separate computer.
The specific expert system, ASSISTANT, that was developed is a seismologist's
tool that peIforms the following functions:
1. Construct and Update a Database
2. Analyze the Data
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Ca) Define a Test
Cb) Query the Results
3. Enhance the Expert System
The Construct and Update a Database function provides the ability to input data
to the system (seismic array location, seismograms•...), make measurements on the data
(signal-to-noise ratio, time of arrival, ...). and store information (known location and
classification of the event, ...) needed for the analysis. The function Analyze the Data
provides the ability to analyze the data with respect to variables (seismometer array
configuration, instrumentation, data processing•...» based on specified perfonnance
measures (minimum location error, ... ). The function Enhance the Expert System pro-
vides the ability to adapt with the changing needs and questions of the analyst.
By taking advantage of the environment of the Symbotics computer, a very user-
friendly interface has been designed. It features a main window with mouse-able com~
mands and many temporary windows for specific task. The use of windows definitely
decreases the time needed to learn how to operate the expert system.
The main focus of this presentation is the specific expert system, ASSISTANT,
lhat resulted from the selected task of analyzing seismic array performance. Therefore,
examples relating to seismology will be used to describe the three main functions of the
expert system as well as the mechanism for running the necessary codes, both Lisp and
FORTRAN. An important, underlying topic, however, is examining the system as a
template, as expert system shell of sorts. Both the main functions and the mechanism
for running code are generic and could be applied to numerous database/numerical
problems. Therefore, the presentation will conclude with a discussion of the expert sys-
tem shell aspect and the potential for new applications of the basic technique.
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Knowledge Acquisition for Effective and Efficient
Use of Engineering Software
DL. Haw/a* and H. Neishlos**
* Division of Aeronautical Systems Technology. Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research, P.O. Box 395, Pretoria, 0001,
Republic of South Africa.
** Department of Computer Science, University of the Witwatersrand,
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The problem of effective and efficient use of engineering software can be thought
of as a Pareto optimal problem. However, the complexity of modem engineering
software precludes the possibility of acquiring complete knowledge of the software's
Pareto optimal set. Instead heuristic knowledge must be acquired.
To this end, the paper proposes a knowledge acquisition procedure. The use of a
knowledge acquisition system, which may be computerized, fOnDS an integral part of
this procedure. An illustrative example is provided.
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SESSION 7
Expert Systems for Parallel Computing
The Use of Neural Networks in
Parallel Software Systems
G. Fox, W. Furmanski and J. Koller
We develop a neural network fonnalism to describe the execution of software on
sequential or parallel computers [Fox 87c. B8f]. Fine or coarse grain processes, vari-
ables or code fragments labeled by p are described by neural variables 11(m,n,t,p),
where t counts (clock) - time, n nodes in a parallel machine, and m locations in
memory. Hierarchical memories may be treated by letting m run separately over all
possible locations including any C.P.U. registers, caches or backend storage. We use
the trick of Hopfield and Tank [Hopfield 86] and let 11 = I to indicate the location(s)
holding p.
We consider three applications of neural networks in order of increasing difficulty.
(i) The traditional approach to scientific simulation on parallel :MIMD machines
involves dividing the problem into many ( - number of nodes) coarse grain processes p.
We have previously shown how neural networks can be used to map such processes on
the hypercube [Flower 87b, Fox 86d, Fox 88e] for the loosely synchronous problems
where the structure of the computational graph only changes slowly with time [Fox
88b]. We have implemented this as a dynamic load balancer on the INTERL iPSCIi
[Koller 88].
(il) The above approach handles most scientific simulations [Fox 88b] but does
not address
(a) How do we generate code for coarse grain processors?
(b) How do we coordinate constraints from hierarchical memories, vectorization,
etc?
A key to these issues is the use of neural networks to control fine grain processes -
either those generated by dataflow languages or say by C· on the Connection Machine.
Another example would be the mapping of individual traces of execution (code frag-
ments) onto a given computer node. We describe the development of a neural network·
based optimizing compiler to illustrate the use of neural network to control execution
on a microscopic and not just macroscopic (as in i» level. We only treat simple
sequential computers but the methods can be combined with those in (i) to treat parallel
machines. We describe a general formalism and some early results gotten from map-
ping simple expression trees with neural techniques. We note that the original traveling
salesman techniques need to be extended by the introduction of noise (finite tempera-
ture in an annealing language) terms which greatly improve convergence. This is the
bold network introduced in [Fox 88e].
(iii) We finally discuss the possibility of using neural networks dynamically and
not just at compile time as in ii). This would suggest a new architecture - the auto-
nomous hypercube - where each node contains both conventional digital components as
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well as a special purpose analog neural network controller.
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Parallel ELLPACK
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We are developing an expert: system environment for solving elliptic partial
differential equations (PDEs) defined on two and three dimensional domains on MIMD
type parallel machines. According to its design objectives, it will provide a uniform
programming environment for implementing parallel MIMD ,PDE solution solvers, an
automatic partitioning and allocation of the PDE computation. a very high level prob-
lem specification language, an interactive high level environment for grid selection, a
domain partitioning and mapping facility, a unifonn environment for obtaining software
engineering measurements and a graphical display of solution output The IIELLPACK
is implemented on a hardware facility consisting of a graphics workstation sUPIX>rting
XII window system and connected to an NCUBE and SEQUENT machines through a
wide bandwidth local network. The software infrastructure includes i) a PDE problem
oriented language processor, ii) a geometry processing tool which is capable of generat-
ing fixed meshes and domain decompositions automatically and interactively, iii» an
algorithm mapper facility for partitioning and mapping the underlying PDE compnta-
tion, and iv) an expert front end that selects the discretization mesh, the parallel
algorithm/machine pair and its configuration. In order to support the solution of elliptic
PDEs on fix meshed, we are building a library of direct and iterative methods on the
NCUBE and SEQUENT machines and a numher of finite difference and element
methods.
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The generation of code for existing parallel computers involves several nontrivial
operations which have no analog in code generation for uniprocessor architectures. In
particular, the work must be partitioned into schedulable units, provision must be made
for assigning the resulting computational units to specific processors, and additional
code must be generated to support the resulting interprocessor communication and syn-
chronization. These steps must be performed in order: the mapping cannot be under-
taken until the problem has been partitioned, and the details of the interprocessor com-
munication are not known until the mapping has been completed. The options for par-
titioning and mapping depend in detail on the problem being solved and the algorithm
and architecture being used. For each new combination of problem. algorithm and
architecture, a new partitioning and mapping must be created and evaluated based on
the actual communication costs incurred.
The efficiency of the resulting program is determined by the quantity and locality
of the interprocessor communication: partitionings which result in small amounts of
distributed communication will result in shorter execution times than ones which
require large amounts of global communication. The actual efficiency is also strongly
influenced by details of the architecture: some architectures incur large overheads to
initiate each individual communication. so the ability to aggregate messages may have a
significant impact on the efficiency. while other architectures have large memory access
latencies. If a particular choice of partition and map is found to be too inefficient when
the communication cost is analyzed, it is usually necessary to repeat the code genera-
tion process from the beginning.
Applying the serial methodology to these new high performance architectures
leads to inefficiencies with code generated and/or undue hardships for the programmer.
In order to develop efficient software, the progranuner is left to optimize his program
by partitioning the data, setting up the communication, and optimizing the code for the .
architecture of the computing element himself.
Our goal is to automate these steps. Much of this infonnation can be codified in
heuristics for problem decomposition and rule bases that describe the processing ele-
ment architecture and interconnection topology. The code to run on these computing
elements is generated with the advice given by these heuristics and the knowledge of
the architecture of a processing element and the topology of the interconnection net-
work.
I This research supported by the National Science Foundation under contract NSF MIP87-10829
and by ITT Defense Communications Division.
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We have developed a compiler for distributed memory parallel computers which
performs automatic program partitioning. mapping and communication code generation
under the guidance of a strategy rule-base. All partitioning and mapping is performed
automatically. and communication primitives are generated. There are interchangeable
front ends for C. Ada, and Pascal, and a retargetable code generator for different high-
perfonnance processors. The three languages are augmented to allow the user to
express parallel computation as concurrent assignments and use Fortran 8x control flow
extensions for array operations.
There are two code generators in the compiler. The first generates code for control
structures and the second generates code for computation. The control flow code gen-
erator was separated from the computation code generator since data partitioning and
intcrprocessor communication (control flow) depend only on the type and number of
processing elements and their interconnections, and not the computational facilities
within each processor. A control flow code generator uses a set of rules that describes
the topology of the processor network, and a set of heuristics that are used to partition
the data and generate the interprocessor communication primitives. The second code
generator is an expert system that uses a machine specific rule base that describes the
target processor architecture. The expert system generates code to perform computa-
tions on the machine to take advantage of the parallelism in the architecture.
As a concrete example of a code generation strategy, we consider iterative elliptic
partial differential equation solvers. An algorithm for deriving the optimal tiling of the
plane for a given updating stencil is presented. The tile is isomorphic to the convex
hull of the stencil, with an area determined by the total number of grid points and the
number of processors. A code generation strategy based on this algorithm has been
implemented. First the appropriate tiling and global coordinate system is constructed.
Then the update loop on a single tile is unrolled. Local array references are converted
to the local relative coordinate system. Non-local references are translated into local
coordinates on the appropriate tile, and communication instructions are generated.
First,. we present an architectural description of the compiler system and how code
is generated by the two expert systems. Next,. we present an example code generation
strategy for iterative elliptic PDE solvers. We show how this strategy is embedded in
the control flow code generator. We show the compilation from C into an intermediate
assembly language of a point-iterative elliptic PDE solver. All of the communication
primitives are generated by the control flow code generator under, the assumptions of a
homogeneous. SIMD array of processors and global address space that can be statically
partitioned. Finally, we show how to use the system to generate code for other prob-
lems which have identical and uniform partitioning and nearest neighbor communica-
tion.
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The Algorithm Mapper: A System for Modeling and Evaluating
Parallel Application!Architecture Pairs
C.E. Housris, EN. Houstis, JR. Rice
SM. Samartzis, and DL. Alexandrakis
Parallel processor systems are efficiently utilized when the computations they are
assigned can be performed in parallel and they are mapped in such a way as to maxim-
ize their speedup. Such systems can be interconnected in a variety of ways, which can
be roughly classified as shared memory and non-shared memory. In shared memory
systems, processors usually have their own local memory and communicate by contend-
ing for common resources, such as an interconnection netWork and shared memory.
Shared memory can be either distributed among the processors in the fonn of shared
memory modules, or it can be common. The interconnection network along with the
shared memory can be regarded as the system's communication network. Interconnec-
tion networks are commonly from the class of multiple bus systems. ranging from the
simplest configuration of a single bus up to a highest bandwidth configuration of a
crossbar switch. The class of Banyan networks is also common. In the case of the
multiple bus interconnection, the distance between the processors is clearly one. since
the interconnection provides a direct connection from every processor to every other
processor (through the common memory). In the Banyan case. the distance between
processors can also be reg~ded as one, since on the average the routes between proces-
sors uses the same number of intermediate switches.
A number of methodologies exist in the literature which address the problem of
mapping computations to parallel systems and they can be divided into two categories;
(a) the methods that assume implicitly or explicitly that the distance between processors
is one and (b) the methods that assume that this distance is different from one. Our
methodology explicitly assumes the distance between processors is one.
We first state the mapping problem. We consider an application A to be a compu-
tation with four properties: processing requirements, memory requirements, communi-
cation requirements and precedence (or synchronization) between the subcomputations.
We visualize the computation broken into computational modules which are nodes of a
precedence graph for the computations. We note the processing and memory require-
ments at each node of the graph. We note the communication requirements along each
link or edge of the graph. This annotated graph is called G (A).
We consider a machine to have three components: processing elements. memory
elements and communication paths (an interconnection network». Similarly, the
machine can be represented by an annotated graph G (M).
In general, the mapping problem has three somewhat independent steps:
1. Schedule the computational modules so that the application runs efficiently.
2. Reduce the parallelism of the application to that of the machine.
3. Given Steps I and 2 are done. embed the application into the machine.
The algorithm mapper is a software system which solves all three steps of the
mapping problem and evaluates the match between application/architecture pairs. It is
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composed of three main parts (a) a preprocessor, which takes the partitioned application
and pr<X1uces the information about its graphical representation and the input data to the
mapping heuristics, (b) the heuristic algorithms for the mapping problem, and (c) a user
friendly interface. The interface is interactive and displays the input and output of the
mapping heuristics on a SUN workstation employing color graphics.
A number of applications have been evaluated, mainly numerical and real-time
applications. Several system architectures have been considered, namely multiple bus
and Banyan switch distributed shared memory systems.
Our approach is computationally simple, applies to large and general graphs, it has
been shown to he optimal for small problems that it is possible to predict the optimum.
Its computational complexity has been measured and it is shown that it grows only
linearly with the number of links in the application's graph.
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Currently a significant amount of research is being directed towards the develop-
ment of techniques and tools for automatically paraIIelizing sequential programs. One
of the main problems confronting the developers of interactive and non-interactive pro-
gram restructuring tools is the choice and ordering of the transfonnations that should be
applied to achieve higher speedups. The multitude of ways in which current machines
can exploit parallelism has led to the development of a wide range of transfonnations
which makes the choice and ordering of transfonnations a complex task. The goal of
this work is to develop a knowledge-based tool that supports the commonly used
transfonnations and uses heuristics to select a sequence of transfonnations that should
be applied to a program. This work will concentrate on programs written in FOR-
TRAN. We hope that the experience from using such a tool will provide valuable
insight into the interactions among the transformations. The results can then be incor-
porated into a restructuring compiler or an interactive tool.
The example in Figure 1 demonstrates the complexity of the problem being
attacked. Let us assume that the machine architecture supports multiple processors and
each processor contains multiple functional units and vector hardware. Multiple func-
tional units allow the use of software pipelining to exploit fine-grained parallelism, vec-
tor hardware allows exploitation of parallelism in vectorizable loops, and multiple pro-
cessors allow concurrentization of loops. Let us assume that in addition to software
pipelining, vcctorization and concurrentization, the restructuring tool can carry out for-
ward substitution for eliminating storage related dependences and loop distribution. For
a sample piece of code three possible sequence of transformations resulting in different
schedules are shown in Figure 1. There are several other schedules that could have
been generated using the same transfonnations. It should be noted that transformations
such as loop distribution partition one code fragment into several, which need to be
processed independently.
From the example described above it is clear that using a given set of transfonna-
tions the number of schedules that can be generated is exponential. The presence of
such large search spaces prompted us to investigate the use of knowledge-based tech-
niques to make the search more efficient Moreover. researchers in the field are intro-
ducing new transfonnations or extending the old ones almost continuously. W:ith a
knowledge-based tool it would be easy to incorporate any new transfonnation and study
its interactions with the previously existing ones. All current tools, interactive and
non-interactive, assume that the user has considerable knowledge about how the source
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code can be modi..fied to generated efficient object code. Examples of interactive tools
include SUPERB [5] and FORGE [6]. Encoding such knowledge as heuristics will
make our tool amenable for use by novice users. EAVE [2] is another example of
applying knowledge-based technology in this domain. However, our work differs from
EAVE in that it automatically restructures the code, whereas EAVE advices a novice
user in writing source code.
The approach used is that of searching a state space [1]. The programs at their
various stages are the states in the search space. The initial state is the sequential code
and the final state is the parallelized code. The various transformations are the opera-
tors (and will be referred to as such, henceforth) that will act on the programs (states).
There are three basic types of operators:
1. Final operators:
Application of a final operator to a state results in the schedule for it. Thus,
no more operators can be applied after a final operator has been applied.
Examples of such operators include software pipelining, vectorization and
concurrentization.
2. Intermediate restructuring operators:
These operators do not generate schedules but perform restructuring of the
state, i.e., they produce new states to which another intermediate operator or
a final operator can be applied. Examples of intermediate restructuring
operators are forward distribution and renaming.
3. Intermediate partitioning operators:
The operators also do not generate schedules but simply partition the state
into multiple states. Final operators are then applied independently to each of
the states. An example of such a transformation is loop distribution.
The goal of the search is to find the "best" final operator to be applied to the pro-
gram. Each operator has a set of preconditions that must be met before it can be
correctly applied. The preconditions for the final operators may not be true and thus it
may not be directly applicable to the program. However. it may be possible to meet the
preconditions for the final operator through program restructuring. The program res-
tructuring is performed through the application of a sequence of intermediate operators.
The preconditions for an operator are essentially the dependency relationships
among the statements that must hold true for the application of the operator. The
dependencies [4] can be broadly divided into data and control dependencies. Data
dependencies for loops may be between statements of the same loop iteration or
between statements from different loop iterations in which case are referred to as loop
carried dependencies. The data dependencies can be further classified as follow depen-
dencies, output dependencies and antidependencies. As an example if we consider the
final operator loop concurrentization then one of the preconditions that must be true for
its application is the absence of loop carried antidependencies. One possible way of
removing such dependency is through the application of forward substitution which is
one of the intermediate operators.
The system first examines the initial state (the sequential program) and checks if it
satisfies the preconditions of any final operators. If it does. these final operators are
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applied and their respective schedules are "evaluated". This evaluation takes place on
the basis of heuristics such as a speed-up in computation, communication costs and syn-
chronization costs. Let us call the results of this evaluation as the values of the
schedules. If this value is "close' (determined by a threshold) to the "almost optimum
perfonnanceJJ expected the corresponding schedule is selected. The almost optimum
perfonnance is detennined by an expert and depends on the architecture of the machine
and the compiler used. Otherwise the system applies those intermediate transfonna-
tions that have satisfied preconditions and then again checks if any final operators are
applicable. This continues until all final operators have been applied or the system has
been able to decide on a schedule based on the "closeness" criteria described above. If
an intennediate partitioning operator is applied, then the resulting states are processed
independently. In the worst case where all final operators have to be applied the one
with the value closest to the almost optimum performance is selected. We can then
examine traces of these searches to learn about interactions among the transfonnations
that led up to the choice of the final schedule.
Several strategies, obtained from well established domain theory. are being used to
prune the search space. We will describe two of these below:
1. If the best schedule for one of the states resulting from an intennediate parti-
tioning operator is inefficient, then the other states resulting from the same
operator are not processed.
2. IT the application of a final operator cannot result in an efficient schedule, no
intermediate restructuring operators are applied to satisfy the preconditions of
that final operator.
This tool is being implemented in OPS5 [3] on a SUN workstation. We believe
that this will lead us to a better understanding of the interactions among transfonna-
tions.
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Modelling and Simulation of large-scale multidimensional multiparameter dynami-
cal systems require the use of large-scale computers to generate feed-back control laws
especially when model uncertainties exist Now robust control theory is concerned with
the problem of analyzing and synthesizing control systems that provide an acceptable
level of performance where many model parameters or uncertainties may exist since
mathematical models of physical systems are usually never exact due to the presence of
such parameters.
The need to be able to design robust feed-back control laws is very important in
such systems. Usually a physical model will have significant structural infonnation
about the interconnection of components and subsystems but less infonnation concern-
ing their integrated system perfonnance. Hence, many variations of parameters must be
carried out on supercomputers in order to detennine the more significant and sensitive
parameters which must be adjusted very rapidly to accomplish a desired level of perfor-
mance.
Dynamical systems of the fonn:
1
E(e) x(t, e) =A(e)x(t,e)) + B(e))u (t,e); x(t, e) = dx(t,e)
dt
* y(t,e) = c(e)x(t,e)+D(e)u(t,e); t" 0
are considered.
The elements of the matrices, E (e), A (e), B(e), c (e), D (e) belong to the ring of
polynomials R[ej where e = (e" e2, e" ... ,eq ) is a multiparameter and the
coefficients of the polynomials belonging to qej have elements belonging to the field
C of complex numbers, or the elements of such multiparameter matrices may be of the
fonn I (e) = a(e)[b(e) where the polynomials aCe), bee) E c(theta), for b(e) .. O.
E(e) may be a singular matrix for possible parameter values of e. The parameter e
may also be a holomorphic function of a single complex variable z for z belonging to
simply-connected bounded regions in the complex z-plane. The basic questions of sta-
bilization, controllability, observability. etc., in the presence of changes in subsystems
as regards the overall dynamical system needs to be treated in response to changing
parameters in subsystems.
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Fast numerical methods requiring parallel processing are necessary to compute
adjustments as time t changes. Transfer function matrices, controllability matrices,
observability matrices, feed-back and control laws need be recomputed as parameters
change. Such matrices may be multiparameter matrices and may allow for improve-
ment of control laws such as in cases where E (8» may become a singular matrix and
the dynamical system requires considerable fast changes in feed-hack control laws.
Use is made of recent results of J. Jones, Jr., concerning generalized inverses of
such multiparameter matrices to aid in computer aided changes to carry out modelling
and simulation and analysis of such dynamical systems.
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Telerobol Task Planning and Reasoning: btlegralion of
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Our main activity is the research and development of an autonomous, integrated
AI based robot task planner for assembly and repair applications in space. Our research
is currently focused towards inregrating AI systems, geometric reasoning system, tra-
jectory planning systems, grasp planning systems and real manipulators.
Each system (AI, geometric reasoning and robot manipulation systems) has its
own language, vocabulary, primitives, data slrUctures and procedures including:
knowledge based systems, logical predicates, relations, systems of equations, inequali-
ties, clifford algebra, matrices, malrix transformations, etc., etc. To achieve true
integran"on our research efforts are directed towards addressing the problem of how can
syslems thaI talk different languages understand each other. True integration does not
mean that heterogeneous systems talk the same language.
To facilitate interactive dialog, question, answering and understanding among
heterogeneous systems, we are addressing questions like the following:
• what information is needed by each system,
• what information could be made available to other systems.
• how to translate higher levels of abstract information into lower levels of
detailed information,
• How to translate lower levels of detailed data structures into higher levels of
abstract data structures. and
• how to understand and reason with infonnation at many spatial abstractions.
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This paper presents the results of a very interesting hlend of linear algehra, com-
piler design, and chemistry to produce an expert system which performs reaction
mechanism analysis. The mechanism of the reaction is a model of the pathway by
which a chemical reaction occurs [2]. Knowledge of the mechanism of a reaction
allows the chemist to alter the reaction conditions so that a chemical process may be
optimized. Analysis of the mechanism of certain biochemical reactions may help
researchers to understand and even block some disease processes.
Unfortunately. the pathway by which a chemical reaction occurs is seldom as sim-
ple as it first appears to be. For example, in 1967 Sullivan [3] found that the produc-
tion of hydrogen iodide (lIT) by combining the two reactants H 2 and 12 is not described
by the simple one-step mechanism
Hz+lz ->2HI
but by the more complex multistep mechanism
/z <~ 2I
I + Hz <---> IHz
IHz +I <---> 2HI
The two species i and 1Hz are called intermediate species since they participate in
the fonnation of the product HI but are neither reactants nor products of the original-
reaction.
It has been known for some time that a chemical reaction which involves no
mass-to-energy conversion may be represented as a homogeneous system of linear
equations. Each of these equations represents the conservation of mass of an element in
the reaction or the conservation of total charge in the reaction [1]. Referring to the
example above, it Xl, Xz and X3 represent the number of molecules of H2, I2, and HI
respectively, then the unbalanced reaction
x1Hz +xzIz -,::,x3HI
This work is sponsored in part by a grant from the ETSU Research Development Committee.
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can be represented by the homogeneous linear system
2x 1 + OX2 -X3 ==0
Ox 1 +2x2 - X3=O
where the first equation represents the conservation of hydrogen atoms and the second
equation represents the conservation of iodine atoms.
The solutions of the linear system which represents a given chemical reaction will
balance the reaction. These solutions are all in a vector space which is spanned by vec-
tors that represent independent sub-reactions of the given reaction.
Using the principles of compiler design. a translator has been written that receives
as input an unbalanced chemical reaction presented in the standard symbolism of chem-
istry and that produces as output the homogeneous linear system which represents that
reaction. A reaction can then be analyzed by studying the mathematical properties of
the matrix of coefficients of the linear system that represents it as well as the properties
of the rank space of the system.
The chemist may now propose intennediate species for any given reaction and
detennine using this new software tool if those intennediates can possibly participate in
a chemical pathway for that reaction. Moreover, using the same rules that the chemist
uses, an expert system can propose all possible intennediates which might appear in
any pathway by which a given reaction may occur. These possible intennediates,
together with the original reactants and products, can be presented to the programs for
analysis. The compiler will produce a linear system with a rank space of dimension
r + p + i - ran.k:(M) where r is the number of reactants, p is the number of products, i
is the number of proposed intennediates, and rank(M) is the rank. of the matrix of
coefficients of the linear system that represents the reaction. A suitable basis for the
rank space is then generated, each of whose vectors represent one possible step in a
pathway by which the reaction may occur.
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